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1 Home Ownership 
3 Length of Residence 
3 Household Income 
4 Current State Family Income Deciles 
8 Home Purchase Value 
8 DWELLING UNIT SIZE 
3 DWELUNG TYPE 
3 Education level 
3 Occupation Group 
5 Occupption Type 
2 Car Buy~r's Behavior 
3 Credit Card Ownership 
1 Cat Ownership 
1 Dog Ownership 
2 Investment Holdings 
2 PCllntemet Usage 
2 Purchase Categories 
4 Current Market Value of Home 
8 Ethnic Group 
8 Language Preference 
2 Ratio of Persons to Households 
3 Hispanic-Age/Gender 
3 Hispjinic-Household Income 
3 Hispanic Assimilation 
1 Presence of Children (Ages 0-18) 
3 Number of Children in HH 
3 Children'S Age Range/Gender 
4 MOSAIC Grol.!~ T~e 
3 Shopping Behavior 

FIG. 13 



Attr Col Type 
PK 10 smallint 

Type tinyint 
Name varchar 

Total 

AUr Col Type 
FK Geographic 

Area smalllnt 
FK Zip Int 
Total 

Size Comment 
2 

0- State 
1 - County 
2· Precinct 
3 - Voting District 
4 - City 
5 - Block Group 
6" Block 
7 - Census Block 
8 - Census Tact 

1 9-DMA 
50 
53 

FIG.14A 

Size Comment 

2 
4 
6 

FIG.14B 
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Attr Col Type Size 

Key HHSTB int 4 

Ke~ Start Time int 4 
Key Duration smallint 2 

Channel smallint 2 
Total 12 

Comment J 

Composed of ! 
- HH (1 <= I 

268,435,455 = 
xFFFFFFF) - 3.5 
bytes 

-STB(1<=15)-
0.5 byte 
seconds from 
1/1/2000 
seconds from Start Time I 

FIG. 15 
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Attr Col Type 
PK 10 smallint 
FK Camoaian smallint 
FK Name smallint 

Cost Type Tinyint 
Cost Float 
Expected 
GRP Float 

Total 

Attr Col 
Key 10 
FK Ad 

Scheduled Channel 
Scheduled Start Time 
·Scheduled Duration 
Actual Channel 
Actual Start Time 
Actual Duration 
Associated PrOQram 
Pod Position In Program 
Ad Position In Pod 

Total 
-- -

Size 
2 
2 
2 

1 
4 

4 
15 

Typ_e 
int 
smallint 
smallint 
int 
smallint 
smallint 
int 
smallint 
smallint 
tinyint 
tinyint 

Comment 

String dictionary 
1- CPM, 2 - CPP, 3 - total cost, or 0 -
GRP 

FIG. 16 

Size Comment 
4 
2 
2 
4 seconds from 1/1/2000 
2 seconds from Start Time 
2 
4 seconds from 1/1/2000 
2 seconds from Start Time 
2 
1 
1 
26 

FIG. 17 
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Attr Col Type 
Key ID smallint 

Name smallint 
Purch Level Designator 
DMA tinyint 
MSOZone smallint 

Cost Type tinyint 
Cost int 
Expected GPR float 
Product smallint 

Total 
~ -----

Attr Col Type 
Key ID smallint 

Network smalllnt 
Name smallint 

Total 

Size Comment 
2 
2 String dictionary 

1 
2 

1- CPM, 2 - CPP, 3 - total cost, or 
1 O-GRP 
4 
4 
2 
14 -

FIG. is 

Size Comment 
2 
2 
2 Dictionary index 
6 

FIG. 19 
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Attr Col T~e 
Key ID smallint 

Name varchar 
Street address varchar 
City smallint 
ZIP Code Int 
Contact name varchar 
Contact phone varchar 
Contact email varchar 
Contact mobile varchar 
status bit 

entitlements int 
Total -

Attr Col Type 
Key 10 tinyint 

Name varchar 
Dav tinvint 
Start tinyint 
End tinyint 

Total 
- ~ -

Size Comment 
2 
50 Full name of organization (required) 
50 Address and location information 
2 Dictionary Index 
4 
50 Primary contact information 
50 
50 
50 
1 1 - active, 0 - inactive 

Bitmap 
o . report1 
1 • report2 
... 

4 n· report n 
313 

FIG. 20 

Size Comment 
1 
50 
1 Day of week 
1 Hour of day 
1 Hourofdav 
51_ 

FIG. 21 
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Size 
Attr Col Type (bytes) Comment 

ID smallint 2 
Name varchar 50 
Call Letters varchar 8 

Total 52 

Attr Col Type Size Comment 
Ke)f ID smallint 2 

Name varchar 50 
Total 52 

~ -~ -----

Attr Col Type Size Comment 
Key id int 4 

Cateaorv smallint 2 
UPC bigint 8 
Manufacturer smallint 2 Dictionary index 
Brand smallint 2 Dictionary Index 
Mfa. Name smallint 2 Dictionary index 
Description smallint 2 Dictionary index 

Total 22 

FIG. 22 

J 
J 
J 

FIG. 23 
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Attr Col Type 
FK Household int 
FK oroduct int 

Transaction Date 
FK smallint 

price float 
quantity smallint 

Total 

Attr Col Type 
PK ID int 
FK Airing Date/Time int 
FK Proaram sm alii nt 
FK Channel smallint 

Time Zone tinyint 
Duration smallint 

Total - - -

Attr Col Type 
PK 10 int 

Title smallint 
Genre smallint 
Duration smallint 

Total 

Size Comment 
4 
4 

2 days only since 1/1/2000 
4 
2 
16 

FIG. 25 

Size Comment 
2 
4 seconds from 1/1/2000 
2 
2 
1 
2 seconds 
11 

FIG. 26 

Size Comment 
4 
2 Dictionary index 
2 Dictionary index 
2 seconds 
10 

FIG. 27 
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Attr Co! Type 
IPK 10 smallint 

t= 
!Jgr smallint 
Name varcher 
Saved Date 

I Re~ort smallint 
I Start Time int 
I End Time lnt 
I earnaaien small/nt 

Ad smallint 
Pod Position in Program tiny;nt 
Ad Position in Pod tinyint 
Davpart tinyint 
Network smallint 
Program Type tinyint 
Proaram smallint 
Content length smallint 
ZIP int 
GeoArea smallint 
Lovalty tinyint 
Demographics bit 

Reporting Type 

smaliint 

Selected Column tinvlnt 

Ranking or Rollup Type tinyint 
Total 

- - ---

Size 
2 
2 
50 

2 
4 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
4 
2 
1 
15 

2 

1 

1 
104 

Comment 

Seconds since 1/1J2000 

Seconds since 111/2000 
Seconds since 1/1/2000 

See demoaraahic elements in Households 
o - Item by item 
1 - Half-hour 
2 - Daypart 
3 - Program 
4 - Reach/Frequency 
5-TTI 
6 - Ranking 
7 - Selected Rollups 
Rollup or ranking column, depending on 
Reporting Type 
Top 10,100, ... if ranking or type (see 
Reportin~ T~pe)_ 

FIG. 28 
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Attr Col Type 
PK ID smallint 

Date int 
Network smallint 
Su rfing Rating float 
Name smallint 
Length smallint 
Environment smalllnt 
Rating float 
Ratin.A Index float 
% Perfect Plav float 
% Switch Away float 
% Jump In float 
% Change float 
Stayed Awa'j float 
Stay Away Seconds smallint 
Modal Second tinyjnt 

Total 

Size Comment 
2 
4 Seconds since 111/2000 
2 
4 
2 Dictionary index 
2 
2 Dictionary index 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
1 
49 

FIG. 29 
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Attr Col TYQ~ 
PK 10 Smallint 

Touchpoint Smallint 
Cost Float 
#Insertions Smallint 
Target Reach % Float 
Target Avg Freq Smallint 
TRP . Float 
CPM Targets Float 
% of Reached Increasing Purchase of Brand Float 
Incremental Sales Dollars as Result of Increasers Float 
Sales Dollars among Reached Float 
ROI Float 
TRA ROI Index Float 

Total 

Attr Col Type Size Comment 
PK 10 smallint 2 

Start Daterrime Int 4 Seconds since 1/1/2000 
Start DatelTime int 5 Seconds since 1/1/2001 
Channel smallint 2 
Proaram smallint 2 
Surfing Rating float 4 
Rating float 4 
Share float 4 
Cume float 4 

~otal 31 

Size Comment 
2 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
44 

FIG. 30 

FIG. 31 
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Key HHSTB Int 4 
InTab Starting date int 4 

InTab bit 27 

~.---- 35 
-

Col Type 

HHSTB int 
Start Time smallint 
Duration smallint 

Composed of 
~ HH (1 <=268,435,455 = xFFFFFFF) - 3.5 bytes 
- STS (1 <= 15) - 0.5 byte 

Seconds since 2000 
InTab bitmap Possible compression: <compression 1/0> n1 n2 ... of 000 .. .l111...l000 .. ./... 
Len~hlbitsl 
6 
26 
183 
215 

This table combines InTab and Not False Posttlve, so 1 means that an 
STB was InTab and it was not false positive, while 0 means that either a 
STB was not (nTab, or it was a False Positive 

Size Comment 

Composed of 
- HH (1 <= 268,435,455 = 

xFFFFFFF) - 3.5 bytes 
4 - STB (1 <= 15) - 0.5 byte , 

4 seconds since 1/1/2000 
2 seconds after Start Time 
10 

FIG. 33 

Element 
Months 1-6 
Weeks 1-26 
D~ 1-183 
Total bits 

I 

FIG. 32 
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Cot Type 
10 smallint 
Client '0 . smallint 
Name va rchar 
Pwd varchar 
Role tlnyint 
Street address varchar 
City smallint 
ZIP Code Int 
Phone varchar 
Email varchar 
Mobile varchar 
Status Bit 

.. - -- - -- -

Size Comment 
2 
2 TRA sis admins have this = a 
50 
50 EncryQted 
1 o -user. 1 - admin 
50 Address and location informatIon 
2 Dictionary index 
4 
50 
50 
50 
1 1 - active, 0 - jlassive 
310 

I 

FIG. 34 
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Audience Retention 

Report 
Period Jul 02 to Jul 29 2003 
Advertiser General Mills 
Brand(s) Wheat Chex 
Market: Atlanta 
Report Commercial Rollup 
Intab HHs 442 
Target 
Audience HeavyfModerate Category Purchasers Who Bought Brand 

Sample Prgrm Comm Prgrm 
Network Audience Size Rating Rating CPM 
BET Target 121 0.04 0.02 $22.93 

Total 442 0.07 0.03 $3.45 
Cartoon Tarnet 121 0.76 0.56 $12.68 

Total 442 o.n 0.54 $3.45 
CMT Target 121 0.24 0.18 $12.11 

Total 442 0.23 0.15 $3.45 
ComedyC Taraet 121 0,63 0.47 $8.73 

Total 442 0.44 0.34 $3.45 
El Target 121 0.16 0.1 $27.45 

Total 442 0.34 0.26 $3.45 
ESPN Target 121 0.58 0.39 $11.00 

Total 442 0.51 0.43 $3.45 
ESPN2 Target 121 0.03 0.06 $30.34 

Total 442 0.06 0.04 $3.45 
MTV Target 121 0.17 0.15 $18.47 

Total 442 0.25 0.21 $3.45 
Sci-FI Target 121 0.52 0.42 _~9.11 

Total 442 0.38 0.29 $3.45. 

Non-Loyally 

Comm Perfect Switch 
CPM Play Away Jump In 

$40.20 90.50% 9.50% 0.00% 
$6.60 89.20% 10.80% 0.00% 

$17.14 99.00% 1.00% 0.00% 
$4.93 96.40% 3.60% 0.00% 

$15.98 98.70% 1.30% 0.00% 
$5.06 96.90% 3.10% 0.00% 

$11.62 93.60% 4.50% 1.90% 
$4.45 93.50% 5.50% 1.00% 

$42.95 99.40% 0.60% 0.00% 
$4.52 97.70% 2.30% 0.00% 

$16.40 98.70% 1.30% 0.00% 
$4.05 98.60% 1.40% 0.00% 

$13.07 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
$5.56 95.70% 4.30% 0.00% 

$20.37 96.90% 1.50% 1.70% 
$3.96 92.30% 7.40% 0.30% 

$11.32 96.10% 3.90% 0.00% 
$4.47 95.90% 4.10% 0.00% 

Modal 
Switch 
Away 
Second 

6 
6 
6 
3 
2 
2 
6 

12 
1 
4 
5 
5 

6 
6 
1 
3 
3 

FIG.35A 
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Audience Retention' Report 
Report Perlod:Julv ~, 200TTo July 29 2007 

Advertlser:Generel Nill. 
Brand:General Mdls 

Market:Ati.nta 
Report Uame:AA Report 

Intob Households:442 
Target Audience:HeaWjNoc!erate ("te!;Cry Purcha.e. Who Sought Srand Non-l.ovally 

~:mCI;~rt 

r Export with Header eIlI ............. _ ................ . 
DRlg a c,,!urrmi;eilcter here to group by tOot COlumn 

'BET Target 121 0;04 0.OL$22.93 .' S40;20 •. 90.51%9.51% 0;00% 

BET Total 442 0;07· 0.03 53:45 '$6.6089,20% iO~80%' ()~OO% 
Cartoon Target , 99.00% 1.00% 0.00% ' 

cartoon Total 96.40% 3.60% 0.00% 

:(MT Target 9bO%1.30% . 0;1)0% 

g.IT 442 
..... 

~5,()C1: 96~9()'lI>, :3.100/ • Total. 0·,23 0.15 

Come... Target 121 0.63 0.47 58.73 511.62 , 93.60% 4.50% 

Come ... Total 442 0.44 0.34 53.45 $4.45 ! 93.50% 5.50% 

£1 Target· 121' o~W 0;1 $27.'15 $42.95 '. '99.40%, 0.60% 

Total. 442 . 0.34' 0.26 $3.45 54;52 97,70%. 

Page 1 of 1 (20 jt~ms) .( Pre\' 1m 2 H~y.t ). 

35 

":3~5 

6 10 3.5 

3 10 3.5 

2 ':10" 3~5 

3.5 

3.5 

3;5 

f" 
i Summary e" 
L ~.,. ~_ .. ' . 
! Start D"te: 
I 11/20}2007 

I: Broadcast Period: 
i 5raatkost Day 
i· .'"'' ., i Geographic 
. e£ipCode 

<30550 

925')9 

9064<) 
1- -_._-_ .... ,,,,.,," 
! Demographic: 
! Essex Homeo"/-me:r I, .. ",: ... ..." 
1 Groupings: 

i eGrc;uti,ng 

I By Program 
I··· .. ·· .. · .. · 
! Filters: 

I 

L"""""" 

FIG. 358 
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PURCHASER TARGETS 111 INCLUDED MEDIA 

> 

CMARKET ?:TARGETC CAMPMGNS T GROOPING(}fiijR-w.>CRE?6RIJ 

AUDIENCE RETENTION REPORT 
REPORT PERIOD: JULY 2,2007 TO JULY 29,2007 

AOVERTlSER:GENERN. MILLS 
BRAND: GENERAL MUlS 

MARKET: ATLANTA 
REPORT NAME:AR REPORT 

INTAB HOUSEHOLDS: 442 
TARGET AUDIENCE:HEAVY/MODERATE CATEGORY PURCHASES WHO BOUGHT BRAND NON-lOYALLY 

t·::·Pa.~~S-::·1 CHART I 
o EXPORT WITH HEADER (g]Q;] 

DRAG A COLUMN HEADER HERE TO GROUP BY THAT COLUMN 

SAMPLE PROGRAM COMM PROGRM1 COMM PERFECT SWITCH 
NETWOR AUDIENC SIZE RATING RATING CPM CPM PLAY AWAY 

MODAL 
JUMP SWITCH 
IN AWAY 

SECOND 

STAY STAyeD 
AWAY AWAY 

SECOND 

- --------------------------------

FIG,35Bl 

SUMMARY ~ 

START DATE: 
1112012007 

BROADCAST PERIOD: 
BROADCAST DAY 

GEOGRAPHIC: 
B ZJPCODE 

90650 ,--' ------
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- -------~--.. ----------------------
BET TARGET 121 0.04 0.02 $22.93 $40.20 9D.51 % 9.51% 0.00% 6 10 3.5 
BET TOTAl 442 0.07 0.03 $3.45 $6.60 69.20% 10.00% 0.00% 6 10 3.5 
CARTOON TARGET 121 0.76 0.56 $12.68 $17.14 99.00% 1.00% 0.00% 6 10 3.5 
CARTOON TOTAL 442 0.77 0.54 $3.45 $4.93 96.40% 3.60% 0,00% 3 10 3.5 
CMT TARGET 121 0.24 0.18 $12. f1 $15.98 98.70% 1.30% 0.00% 2 to 3.5 
eMf TOTAl. 442 O.2l 0.15 $145 $5.06 96.90% 3.10% 0.00% 2 10 3.5 
COME... TARGET 121 0.63 Q47 $8.73 $11.82 9J.&l% 4.50% 0.00% 6 10 3.5 
~," TOTAL 442 0.44 0.34 $3.45 $4.45 93.50% 5.50% O.Wk 12 10 3.5 
E) TARGET 121 0.16 0.1 $27.45 $42.S5 93.40% 0.60% 0.00% 1 10 3.5 
E1 TOTAL 442 0.34 016 $3.45 $4.52 97.70% 2.30% 0.00% 4 10 3.5 

PAGE 1 Of 2 ~G ITEMS) (PREV 101 2 NEXT) 
-----

LSAyr] 
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Audience Retention Report 
Report Period:July 2, 2007 To July 29 2007 

Advertiser:General MiDs 
Brand:General MlUs 

Market:Atia<1ta 
Report Name:AR Report 

Intab Households:442 
Target Audience;HeaVY/Moderate Category Purchases Who Bought Brand Non-Loyally 

"""" i:i~t;;U~-iIiiliF.li. 

Selected X Data Selected Y Data 
J Network iil I Program FlatingE] 

Display e 

IAlI E 

Audience Retention Report - Program Rating By Network 

~O.8 
:;::; 
to 
ex: 06 E . 
~ 10

•
4 

0.2 

o f:4F.Jpt4I' 

BET Cartoon CMT ComedyC E! ESPN ESPN2 ESPN3 

NetWork 
ESPN4 ESPNS 

[!iI Target i 
".Tot~1 " 

l.SiilRjjjlli¥--a-
11{20/2007 

'iiroadc~stPeri(jjj:-' " 
Broadcast Day 

Geograpilid 
SLip Code 

90650 

""OemograplijC;""" 
Essex Homeowner 

Grouplngs: 
SGrouping 

6yProgram 

filti;rs: 

FIG.35C 
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> 

(MARKET T TARGET ?=CAMPAIGNS [GROuPING (~~f:¢W~~r REPORT I 
AUPIENCE RElENTJON REPORT 

REPORT PERlOD:JJLY 2,2007 TO JULY 29,2007 
AOVERTISEJtGENERAl WlLS 

BRAND:GENERAL MlLlS 
MARKET: ATlANTA 

PURCHASER TARGETS III INClUDED MEDIA 

REPORTNAME:AR REPORT ,- - - - - - - - - -
~~~~~ I 

~~GET A~EHCE~HEAWJ~OOEAATECATE~RYPUR_CHASESJMOBOYGHTB~DNO~LOYAllr ________ ~ 

FIG. 35Cl 
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1---------
-- - =t.-----------------------------------~ , Ii "'. SUMMARY~ 

SELECTED X DATA saECTED Y DATA DISPlAY 
NETWORK I PROGRA.M RATING ! ... 1 W 

AUDIENCE RETENTION REPORT· PROGRAM RATING BY NETWORK 
~---------------------------------~~ ~ 

~ 0.8 
i= 
~ 0.6 

~ Q4 
o 
a:: 
Cl.. 0.2 

o J,¢f21, ,I, y;A, II,~, ,I, 1.V41, ,I, 1,l4l, ,I, \Y<l, ,I, Vti, ,I, \f%J, ,1,~, ,~,I, 
BET CARTOON CMT COf.IEOY C E! ESPN ESPN2 ESPN3 

NETWORK 

FIG. 35C2 

DTAAGtT 
~TOTAl 

1112Of2007 

·BROADCAST PERlOO: 
BROADCAST DAY 

GEOGRAPHIC: 
EI ZIP CODE 

90650 
DEMOGRAPHIC 

ESSEX HOMEOWNER 

GROUPINGS: 
EI GROUPING 

BYPROGRm 

FILTERS: 
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Daypart Nam e 
Weekday Early Morning 
Weekday Mornin~ 
Weekday Afternoon 
Weekday Early Fringe 
Weekday Prime Access 
Weekday Late News Time 
Weekday Late Fringe 
Prime Time 
Total Week 
Saturday Morning 
Saturday Afternoon 
Sunda~ Afternoon 
Overnight 

Description - Eastern Time Zone Default 
I 

Mon.~Fri. 6:00A-9:00A 
. 

! 

Mon.-Fri. 9:0DA-NOON I 
I 

Mon.-Fri. NOON-4:00P 
Mon.-Fri. 4:00P-7:30P 
Mon.-Fri. 7:30P .. B:OOP I 

Mon.-Fri. 11 :OOP-11 :'30P 
Mon.-Fri. 11 :30P-1 :OOA 
Mon.-Sat. 8:00P~11 :OOP & Sun. 7:00P-11 :OOP 
Mon.-Sun. 24 Hours 
Sat. 7:00A-NOON 
Sat. NOON·5:00P 
Sun. 1 :OOP-6:00P 
Mon.-Sun. 2:00A - 6:00A 

FIG. 36 
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Reach Frequency Report 
Report 
Period Jul 02 to Jul 29, 2003 
Advertiser General Mills 
Brand WhealChex 
Market Atlanta 
Intab 
HHs 1085 
Target 
Audience Households w/Married Parents and 2 Children 

Cost 
Rating CPM Impressions Average Freq. 
Points FreQ. .1 

Target 

Gross 
- - ~ -~- - --- - --

Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. 
.2 .3 .4 .5 6-10 

----- '---- -~ -~ --

I 

Freq. 
10+ 

- -

FIG.37A 
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> 

(MARKET ( TAAGEt( CAMPAIGNS (GROUPING {!IlrERS (f~WiEN~rCREPORTJ 

REACH FREQUENCY REPORT 
REPORT PERIOD: QCll9, 2007 TO NOV 26,2007 

ADVERTISER: DEFAIA.T 
MARKET: LOS ANGElES 

REPORT NAME: RF REPORT 
INTAB HOUSEHOLDS; 32553 

TARGET AUDIENCE: HOUSEHOLDS WI MARRIED PARENTS(AGES 34-54) AND 2 CHIlDREN 

~[6] 

DRAG A COWMN HEADER HERE TO GROUP BY THAT COLUMN 

AATING PARENT AVERAGE POPULATION COST POIms TARGET CPM IMPRESSION FREQ. REACHED 

TARGET $50,OIUl". 2.2 50.00% $567.09 88169 6.30% 
TOTAl. $SIl,OOO' ... 3.1 ~lOO% $298.51 167498 S.2a% 

l SAVE I 

FIG.37B 

FREQ. lTO FREQ.4TO FREQ. no 

150205 150205 1502G5 
1CS549 ~~~ _ 109549 

INell/OfD MEDfA 

SUMMARVa 

START DATE: 
1112012007 

BROADCAST PERIOD: 
BROAD~TOAY i 

I 

GEOGRAPHIC: 
DEMOGRAPHIC: 

! 

fILTERS: 
FREQUENCIES: 

8 FReQUENCIES 
1·3 
4·6 
7·9 

-----
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ROllndex 

Advemser General Mills 
Brand: WheafChex 
Market Atlanta 
ReportIng 
Period Jul 02 to Ju129. 2003 
Lag TIme 4 Weeks 
Target: HeavvlModerate Category Purchasers Who Bought Brand Non-Loyally 

# insertions 
Cost # of ad airings/runs 
(Test for that toucnpolnt Target 

Period, not line during the Test % Target Average CPM 
Network base period) Period Reach Fre~uenc~ TRP Tamets 

WTBSATL 38.80% 3.3 126 $564.84 
MTV 9.10% 2.6 24 $200.69 
BET 4.10% 1.4 5.8 $100.00 
ESPN 6.60% 2.9 19 $145.65 
USA 2.50% 1 2.5 $86.87 
TNN 0.80% 1 0.8 $80.00 
EI 9.90% 1 9.9 $235.83 
TNT 3.30% 1.5 5 $153.33 
VH1 5.00% 1.2 5.8 $118.57 
CMT 1.70% 3.5 5.8 $4,5.71 
ComedyC 18.20% 3.2 57.9 $96.86 
Sci-FI 5.80% 5 28.9 $80.57 
Cartoon 9.90% 4.2 41.3 $159.00 
ESPN2 1.70% 2 3.3 $47.50 

%of % Increase 
Reached Incremental in Purchase 
Increasing Sales $'5 Revenue 

Purchase of as Result of Among 
Brand Increasers TiLTqets 

68.50% 151.20% 
79.90% 119.70% 
39.00% 36.60% 
36.60% 35.30% 
65.10% 44.50% 
97.60% 80.00% 
56.90% 44.20% 
48.80% 13.50% 
48.80% 37.30% 
48.80% 63.10% 
48.BO% 27.20% 
69.70% 30.10% 
65.10% 50.40% 

! 

I 

~ 

I 

ROI' 
ROI Index 
8.68 133 
9045 145 
4.8 74 
4.74 73 
iDA 160 
5.38 83 
2.22 34 
1.58 24 
6.9 106 
18.2 279 
6.1 94 
3.83 59 
5049 84 

0 

FIG.38A 
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> 

cJMRKET ( TARGET ?CAMPAiGNS ~OUPIOO ()jl;~(Pill[CHASES LJ:EPoRf] 
ROIREPORT 

REPORT PERlCD:11flOI2OO1 TO 1112012007 
ADVER11SER: 

BRAND: 
MARKET: ZIP=92509 

REPORT NAME:ROI REPORT 
INTAB HOIJSEHOlDS:15SS 

TARGET AUOIENCi:DEMOGRAPHICS & 33 
,::tlru11;'fl aiART I 
o EXPORT WITH HEADER [8)QJ 

DRAG A COlUMN HEADER HERE 10 GROUP BY TliAT COlUMN 

PERCENT 
CHANNEL DAVPART cosr NO. TARGET AVERAGE 

INSERTIOR FREQUEN REACH 

PSC DAVPART 100000 15 9.70 3.5 
CBS OAWART 115000 15 11.60 4.3 
CNN DAVPART 50000 10 7.90 7.1 
ESPN DAVPART 50000 10 3.10 1.4 

FOX DAYPART 10000 15 10.30 3.2 
FOX OAYPART 100000 15 12.50 4.4 

I SAVE I 

INCREASE PERCENT 

CPM AS INGREME INCREASE ROI SALES It( PERCENT REVENUE 

$0.34 7.rtfIo 11.53% 1.70% 6.1 
$n.27 8.30% 15.10% 1.90% 7.5 
$O~6 4.50% 5.65% 1.00% 5.4 
$0.46 4.10% 7.79% 0.10% 1.1 
$0.46 4.10% 12.31% 0.5G% 3.2 
$0.23 10.20% 19.85% 2.10%_ ~O.3_ 

INCLUDED MEDIA 

SUMMARY~ 

START DAlE: 
1112Of2Q07 

BASE DATE: 
1112012001 

BROADCAST PERIOD: 
BROADCAST DAY 

GEOGRAPHIC: 

ROI DEMOGRAPHIC: 
INOEX 

ALTERS: 

108 
134 I 
96 
20 I 
57 

'--- 1~1 

FIG.38B 
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AME Report 
Report 
Period Jul 02 to Jul 29, 2003 
Advertiser General Mills 

Market Atlanta 
Intab HHs 2064 
Min Tuning 
Part 15 Minutes 
Target 
Audience Households w/Married Parents and 2 Children 
Grouping By Network 

HH Rating HH Rating Index HUT 

BET 

Cartoon 

Comedy 
Central 

E! 

ESPN 

ESPN2 

MTV 

TNN 

HH Share Reach CUME 

I 
I 

I 
--- - -'---- - -

FIG.39A 
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) 

(MARKET (TARGET (GROUPING C:fj~W~:~~( REPORT' 

AMEREPORT 
REPORT NAME: AME REPORT 

REPORT PERIOD: OCT 29, 2007TO NOV 26, 2007 
ADVERTISER:OEfAULT 

MARKET:LOS ANGaES 
!HTM HOUSEHOLOS:32558 

MIN TUNING: 1 
TARGeT AUDlfNCE:HOUSEHOI.DS Vi I MARRIED PAAENTS(AGES 34-54) AND 2 CHILDREN 

GROUPING:POPULA liON 

::·J)EJAltfl CHART I 
o EXPORTWITH HEADER (8](61 

DRAG A COLUMN HEADER HERE TO GROUP BY THAT COLUMN 

CHANNEL HHRAllNG HUT HHSHARE 

AMC 0.48 1.22 
CNSC 022 0.49 
CNBC 0.19 0.66 
CNN 0.19 0.66 

I SAVE I 
FIG.39B 

CUME 

39.56% 
44.74% 
29.55% 
29.55% 

SUMMARY~ 

START DATE: 
1112012007 

BROADCAST PERIOD: 
BROADCAST DAY 

GEOGRAPHIC: 
El ZIP CODE 

92509 

I 
DEMOGRAPHIC: 

ESSEX HOMEOWNER 

! GROUPINGS: 

I 
8GROUP~G 

I BY~TWORK 

I 

o.ss 
0.13 
0.50 
0.50 

FILTERS: 

8 DAY?ART I 

WEEKDAYEARlYMORNING I 

8 CHANNa lYPE 
BROADCAST I 

8 OPTIONAL REACH MINIMUM 
DWELL REQUIRtMENT 
900 
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[TrUe Ta~get Index -

Advertiser General Mills 

Market Atlanta 

Reporting Period Jul 02 to Jul 29, 2003 I 

~ ~~~- ~ 

Campaign Target 
Heavy/Moderate Category Purchasers 

Wheaties Who sometimes Boucht Brand 

WheatChex 
Heavy/Moderate Category Purchasers 
Who Bought Brand Non-Loyally 

Program Wheaties WheatChex 

Crocodile' Dundee 128 162 

120 Minutes 173 28 
1996 Home Run Derby 98 86 
2 Stupid Dogs 97 99 
20/20 101 118 
227 123 159 
3m Rock From the 103 156 
Sun 
9 to 5 44 52 
ABC World News 109 110 Tonight 
Abducted! 126 36 

- - -- ----- - ~- - -

Prooram Wheaties 
'Crocodile'Dundee 128 

120 Minutes 173 
1996 Home Run Derby 98 

2 Stup~Dogs _ 97 
--

Daypart Wheatles 
Weekday Early Moming 128 

Weekday Morning 173 
Weekday Afternoon 98 
Weekday Early Fringe 97_ 

----

Half-hour Wheaties 
Non-Primatime 128 

6-6:30PM M-F 173 
6-6:30PM Sat 98 
6-6:30PM Sun 97 

'---- -

WheatChex 
162 
28 

86 
99 -

WheatChex 
162 

28 
86 
99 

L- ~._~. __ 
~ 

WheatChex 
162 

28 
66 
99 

-~ - - -

FIG.40A 
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) 

(MARKET? TARGET (CAMPAIGNS -( GROUPlNG?]lTERS (PURCHASES (REPORT I 
TIl REPORT 

REPORT NAME: TIl REPORT 
REPORT PERIOO:11flO12007 TO 1112012007 

ADVERnSER:ESPN 
MARKET:ZlP=92500 

INTAB HOUSEHOLDS:33 
T AAGET AUDlENCE:ESSEX!-[IME OWNER 

GROUPING: CH#lNEl 

DROP FILTER FIELDS HERE 

I HHJAT~G II HH~AA~NGJNDEX II OEMOGIWHICS ~ Ell 
OEFAUl T DEMOGRAPHICS 

1:8][6] 

ESSEX HOME OWNER NEW ENGlAND 

PURCHASERTARGETSIH INClUDEOMED~ 

SUMMARY~ 

START DATE: 
fifl0f2007 

BROADCAST PERIOD: 
BROADCAST DAY 

GEOGRAPHIC: 
B ZIP CODE 

92509 

I 
DEMOGRAPHIC: 

ESSEX HOMEOWNER 
I DEMOGRAPHIC GROUP f 

DEMOTESm 
I CHANNa ~ r=J1 

HltRAlING HH_RATING INDEX HHJAllNG HH_ RATING IMJEX HHJATING HH~RAnNG INDEX I 
BUYERGRAPHlCS: 

NABISCO SHREDDED WHEAT 
ABC 1.31520 89 1.59230 118 1.68430 125 FNiAT/cs 
AldC 1.1463n 61 0.97520 73 0.31420 23 HIGHlOYAlTY JIGHUSAGECHEC 
CBS 3.15270 167 1.91840 142 1.5132lJ 113 CHEX BIG SPENDER 
CNBC 1.53210 81 0.10850 8 0.79810 59 CAMPAIGN: 
CNN 1.41620 75 0.51480 38 0.81630 61 DEfAULT CAMPAIGN 
ESPN O~6340 30 1.51640 113 2.68540 200 
fOX 2.56980 135 2.51630 187 1.59420 119 
NBC 3.45210 182 1.61270 120 1.31640 98 

GROUPINGS: 
B GROUPING 

BYNElWORK 
'-SAVE 1 FIG.40B ~ I I. 
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CLIENT PROFILE 

NAME: JOItI SMITH 
COMPAN~ACOMPANY 
ADVERTISING 
USER PREFERENCES 

NEWS 
) UFE AFTER GOIXlf, Willi MUIONS 
8 HOORS,29 MINUTES AGO 

) DEll DEBUTS NEW BlADE SERVffi 
JANUARY 21, 2008 

) .AlISlRAUAN GOVE~MENT REVS UP 
UCENSE PlATE CAl.lWS 
JANUA«Y 21.2008 

> PHONE WITH F(l[).AWAY SCREEN TO 
tNlKCff IN lAa· 2008 
HOURS,g MINUTES ~ 

) HBO purrING SHOWS ONlM, AT NO 
ADDITIONAl C~GE 
JANUARY 2'. 2008 

> 

GRAPHIC MAP , I ANNOUNCEMENTS 

> MAINTENANCE 
OOWtmME SCHEDUlED 3AM ·1Nd 

) SYSTEM LPDATE 
RB.~ 2.7 AVAIl.A.BlE 
OCTOBER 11. 2008 

TOP 10 SHOWS BY PROGRAM RATING REPORT PERIOD OCT 1· OCT 7, 2007 
MARKET LOS ANGELES TOP CHANNELS 

BY PERFECT PLAY OAYPART ~EL 

PRIME ABC 
PRIME ABC 
SPORTS NBC 
PRIME ABC 
PRI~ ABC 
PRIME ABC 
SPORTS NBC 
PRIME ABC 
PRIME ABC 
PRIME ABC 
SPORTS NBC 
PRIME ABC 

PROGRAM 

DANCING WlnnHE STARS 
DANCING I STAR RESULT 

NBC SUNDAY I FT BlPREKICK 
DANCING I STAR RESULT 

DANCING WITH THE STARS 
DANCING I STAR RESULT 

NBC SUNDAY I FT BlPREKlCK 
DANCING I STAR RESULT 

DANCING W1TH1HE STARS 
DANCING I STm RESULT 

NBC SUNDAY I FT BlPREKICK 
DANCING I STAR RESULT 

FIG. 41 

PROGRAM RATING 

9.17 
8.25 
7.18 
8.25 
9.11 
8.25 
1.18 
825 
9.17 
8.25 
1.1S 
8.25 

.95.92% 
95.47% 

94.48% 

xxx yyy m NNN lLL 
CHANNElS 
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rn [TARGmELECTIoNs-- - - ~- - ---~--J 

101 
~ 

1 REPORT~~lECTIONCRITERIA _ :=11 CURRENrLYSELECTEOCR1TERIA _1 [CALCUlATE TARGET SIZE : I 
-~ - -_ .. -

I I EI-DEMOGRAPHICS .... 8-SELECTED CRITERIA 
~- ADUlT GENDER I AGE $-HOME OW~SHIP 
- -MARITAl STATUS $ L Il\\llIIOME 
I ~ SINGlEINEVERMAAIIIED - -MARITAL STATUS 1iZ1 MARRIED 
1 OOIVORCED L MARRlEO 

WiDOWED ~-HOUSEHOLO INrotlE $-HOME OWNERSHIP L $100,000. $124,999 
I ~ OWN HOI.IE 

R&lTHOME 
$-lENGTH OF RESIDENCE 
- - HOUSOOtD INCOME 
I lESS THAN $49,999 
I 0 $5D,ooo-$14,999 
I 0 $75,000· $99,999 
I $100,000-$124,999 
I 0 $125,000·$199,999 

$200,OOO~ 
+ - C1JRRENT STATEFAMll Y INIAH D£CllES 
+ - tKM PURCHASE VALUE 

DWElLING UNIT SIZE 
DWElLING TYPE 
EDUCATION LEVEl 
OCCUPATION GROUP 
OOOJPAllON IYPE 

'" 
I SAVE] FIG. 42 
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P"URCHASER TARGETS 18 INCLUDED M 

I CAMPAIGNS J 
CAMPAIGN )APPLE JACKS I v) BRAND (APj¥JACKS Iv 1 PRODUCT IAPPLE JACKS· 19.1 OZ ~l 

CATEGORY @EREAL Ivl MANUFACTURER @lOGGCOMPANY Iv( 

o SHARE lHIS CAMPAlGN 
I RESET) 

I AD NAME AGENCY TYPE COST EXPECTED IMPRESSIONS 

El APPLE JACKS 1 10.00000000 2000 

AD NAME NETWORK PROGRAM DURATION POD NUMBER POD PLACEMENT 

I 0 0 0 

I-SAVE] 

FIG. 43 
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m 
\/NClUDEDMEDIA----- - ~- = --~ -- - J 

INCLUDED MEDIA SAVED SETS C- ]V I 

l~RMI INCLUDE EXCLUDE PROGRAM NAME I I tfTh'QB!{ 

I II 
0 R'l MEHD 

I 

0 !;2l PBC NEWS NOW I 

0 (;zJ ACCESS CAlIF. 10 
I 

bZI 0 @MAX I 

0 0 5 STAR MAX 

0 0 ME I 

0 0 A&EPActFlC 

0 0 ABCFAMILY CHAN 

0 0 ARCfAMIl Y CHAN PAC 

0 0 ACCESS 1REVISION NETWORK 

PAGE 1 Of 67 (670 ITEMS) ill ! 11 ~ 1 ! ~ ~ I ... ~ 66 ~ m 
~-

I RESET I I SAVE' 

FIG. 44 
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[PjjRCHAsER TARGETS J - - J 

SAVEDBUYERGRAPHICSET ~HmOVERS Ivl 

BRAND ,(}lEX 8 
CATEGORY I CEREAL I v I 

LOYALTY SETIINGS CATEGORY PURCHASE lEVEL 

o NEVER BUYS BIWID EQUAL TO [ill o LOWEST USAGt 0 UP TO 00 
o LOWEST QU4RmE SOO D% UP TO 000 o USAGE 2 100 UPTO 00 
o 1)iIROQUAR11LESOR 25% UPTO []!] I'll USAGE 3 200 UP TO 00 
o SECOND QUARTILE SOR 50 ~ UP TO [ID Ql USAGE 4 300 UPTO 00 
t;;Zl TOPQUARTIlESOR 75% UPTO \ 100% 1 t;Zl USAGE 5 40Q UP TO 00 
iii ABSOLUTE lOYAL EQUAl TO 100% ~ HIGHEST USAGE GREATER THAN 500 

I DEFAULT t I SAVE I 

FIG. 45 

INCLUDED MEDIA 
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PURCHASER TARGETS I ~ INCLUDED MEDIA 

SUMMARY I25J 

START DAle: 

mREPORT 
ANALYSISPERIOD 111flOl2007l ~ INTERVAl.[UCASTDAY I~J 

11JmOO7 
BROADCAST PERIOD: 

BROADCAST OA Y 
GEOGRAPHIC: 
8 ZlPCODE 

90050 
90805 

DEMOGRAPHIC: 
ESSEX HOMEOWNER 
DEMOTEST22 
TEST1 

FILTERS: 

~ GOBAcK] []:J_(;QNllN!IIl riRESETJI ~ SA~ I 

FIG. 46 
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PURCHASER TARGETS II INCLUDED MEDIA 

ROIREPORT 
ANN.YSISPERIOD 11112012007 I ~ BASEPERIOO [}[/2Of2O()~ ill INTERVAl 1 BROADCASTOAY 1"-1 

DEMOGRAPHIC NAME SET: ra= ] tB 

[JjI GO B~<:K I 

TESTGROUP1 
ESSEX HOMEOWNER 
TRAJEStGROUP 
TRATEST1 
LOUTEST 
TEST 
TEST1 
DEM0TEST22 
ZVIA'S NAMESET 

[~ GQt4ffN]E} 

FIG.47A 

SUMMARY~ 

START DAlE: 
f112012OO7 

BASE DATE: 
11I2012DOT 

BROAUCASl PERIOD: 
BROADCAST DAY 

GEOGRAPHlC: 
B ZlPCODE 

90805 
92S09 
90040 

DEMOGRAPHIC: 
TESTGROUP1 

RLTERS: 

- -

IXBESET I~ShYEJ 
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PURCHASER TARGETS U INCLUDED MEDIA 

ROIREPORT 
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ANALYZING RETURN ON INVESTMENT OF 
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS BY MATCHING 

MULTIPLE DATA SOURCES 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

2 
ric modeling to try to solve this problem. Many agree that 
such modeling lacks granularity and has numerous validity 
gaps, leading to little or no impact on finding ways to under
stand and increase ROI. 

In addition, privacy has become one of the most salient 
concerns of consumers and legislatures since the arrival of the 
Internet. There is a sensitivity to the potential for privacy to be 
compromised by modern technology, including marketing 
and advertising systems that acquire personally identifiable 

The invention generally relates to systems, processes, tools 
and strategies for processing data and executing programs, 
services and other applications in a computer-based environ
ment. In various embodiments, the invention more particu
larly relates to processing, analyzing and cross-correlating 
data associated with media programming, advertising, prod
uct or service purchases, voting results for political advertis
ing, and demographic data. 

10 information about consumers. Accordingly, the ways in 
which advertising data and consumer information are col
lected, processed and analyzed must address the need for 
consumer privacy. 

In view of the issues described above, more effective and 

BACKGROUND 
15 efficient systems, processes, tools and strategies are needed to 

provide advertisers and other users with accurate measure
ments of the efficacy of their media advertising campaigns 
while promoting and protecting consumer privacy, and for Commercial enterprises need accountability for the signifi

cant financial resources they spend on advertising products 
and services. Industries such as television have seen an ero- 20 

sion of advertising resources spent relative to other media 
(e.g., the Internet), in large part because of the perception of 
a lack of return on investment (ROI) accountability. The mar
ketplace requires a solution to a significant challenge in mar
keting: accurately measuring each of the media in which a 25 

product is advertised to determine each medium's relative 
contribution to ROI with respect to advertisement expense. 
Advertisers need to know not only which consumers poten
tially viewed their commercials, but also how many of the 
consumers exposed to the advertising actually made pur- 30 

chases or acted in response to the advertising content. 
To measure advertising effectiveness in television media, 

for example, the viewing behavior of millions of households 
must be monitored and analyzed across an increasingly com
plex array of different television channels and program offer- 35 

ings. The problem has been exacerbated by the fragmentation 
of television programming options available to consumers 
through digital cable channels, video-on-demand (VOD) , 
digital video recorder (DVR) , interactive television (iTV), 
and other diverse programming options. This problem has 40 

caused many advertisers to question the adequacy of current 
media accountability methodologies. 

It is important to find ways to measure television adver
tisement exposure that are cost effective for a relatively large 
sample size of consumer households. A large sample is 45 

needed because the number of channels has become so great 
that the ratings for the channels themselves and especially the 
breakdowns of the audiences of specific programs by demo
graphic groups typically become unstable and unreliable with 
smaller sample sizes employed with prior analysis methods. 50 

This means that the sample size must be sufficiently large to 
facilitate dissection of the results by exposure to media and 
marketing communications. In order for statistically signifi
cant results to emerge from analysis for a typical brand, 
sample sizes in the hundreds of thousands of households may 55 

be deemed to be required. However, such sample sizes are 
typically not cost effective in systems that require installation 
of new data collection hardware in the home. For example, 
one important analysis negatively impacted by the unavail
ability of an appropriate sample size is a comparison of how 60 

the composition of marketing communications reaching con
sumers who switched to a subject product brand differs from 
the composition of other users within the product category 
who did not switch to the subject brand. Because of the 
importance of ROI, of making marketing investments more 65 

predictable, and of integrating marketing into a company's 
financial model, most companies have engaged in economet-

purposes of media optimization, targeting and addressability. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

The utility of the embodiments of the invention will be 
readily appreciated and understood from consideration of the 
following description of the embodiments of the invention 
when viewed in connection with the accompanying drawings, 
wherein: 

FIGS. lA and IB include schematic architectures for com
municating and processing data in accordance with various 
embodiments of the invention; 

FIG. 2 includes a process flow diagram illustrating an 
example of a process for receiving and processing data in 
accordance with various embodiments of the invention; 

FIGS. 3A and 3B include schematics of an example of a 
system architecture that may be structured and configured in 
accordance with various embodiments of the invention; 

FIG. 4 includes a schematic of a data storage and retrieval 
architecture that may be structured and configured in accor
dance with various embodiments of the invention; 

FIG. 5 includes a schematic of a data storage and retrieval 
architecture that may be structured and configured in accor
dance with various embodiments of the invention; 

FIG. 6 includes a schematic of a data storage and retrieval 
architecture that may be structured and configured in accor
dance with various embodiments of the invention; 

FIG. 7 includes a process flow diagram illustrating various 
exemplary aspects of a data feed process that may be per
formed in accordance with various embodiments of the inven
tion; 

FIG. 8 includes a schematic example of an ad schedule; 
FIGS. 9A through 9C include schematic examples of pur

chase data; 
FIG. 10 includes a schematic example of an ad viewing 

table; 
FIG. 11 includes a schematic example of a program view

ing table; 
FIG. 12 includes a schematic example of a purchases table; 
FIG. 13 includes a schematic example of a households 

table; 
FIG. 14A includes a schematic example of a geographic 

area table; 
FIG. 14B includes a schematic example of a geographic 

ZIP codes table; 
FIG. 15 includes a schematic example of a clickstream 

table; 
FIG. 16 includes a schematic example of an ads table; 
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FIG. 17 includes a schematic example of an ad airings 
table; 

FIG. 18 includes a schematic example of a campaigns 
table; 

FIG. 19 includes a schematic example of a channels table; 
FIG. 20 includes a schematic example of a clients table; 
FIG. 21 includes a schematic example of a dayparts table; 
FIG. 22 includes a schematic example of a networks table; 
FIG. 23 includes a schematic example of a product catego-

ries table; 
FIG. 24 includes a schematic example of a products table; 
FIG. 25 includes a schematic example of a purchases table; 
FIG. 26 includes a schematic example of a program airing 

table; 
FIG. 27 includes a schematic example of a programs table; 
FIG. 28 includes a schematic example of a report selection 

criteria table; 
FIG. 29 includes a schematic example of an audience 

retention report table; 
FIG. 30 includes a schematic example of a return on invest

ment (ROI) table; 
FIG. 31 includes a schematic example of an advertising/ 

media exposure table; 
FIG. 32 includes a schematic example of a DSTB intab 

table; 
FIG. 33 includes a schematic example of a DSTB false 

positive table; 
FIG. 34 includes a schematic example of a users table; 
FIGS. 35A through 35C2 include examples of audience 

retention reports; 
FIG. 36 includes a tabulation of various daypart options 

that may be applied in accordance with various embodiments 
of the invention; 

FIGS. 37 A and 37B include examples of reach frequency 
reports; 

FIGS. 38A and 38B include examples ofROI reports; 
FIGS. 39A and 39B include examples of AME reports; 
FIGS. 40A and 40B include examples of TTl reports; and, 
FIGS. 41 through 48 include examples of screen displays 

that may be accessed through a presentation tier configured in 
accordance with various advertising measurement system 
embodiments of the invention. 

DESCRIPTION 

In various embodiments, the present invention allows users 
to measure the sales effects of advertising, among various 
return on investment metrics, while utilizing household level 
data (e.g., as opposed to market level averages). Embodi
ments of the invention can facilitate cost effective data col
lection and analysis for relatively large sample sizes. In addi
tion, embodiments of the invention can be implemented 
without the need to install or employ "supplemental data 
collection devices" in the household. Examples of such 
supplemental data collection devices include people meters, 
bar code scanning equipment, pager devices, and any other 
device or hardware that can be considered an item introduced 
into a household in addition to or to supplement a program 
delivery source (as described below) and which is externally 
operatively associated with the program delivery source. 
Items specifically not included within the definition of 
"supplemental data collection devices" include software or 
other computer-readable instructions, for example, that may 
be downloaded for internal use by a program delivery source 
and whose primary purpose is collection of viewership data or 
purchase data. Also, a store discount card may be used in 
connection with certain embodiments of the invention to col-

4 
lect purchase data, for example, but such cards are not con
sidered within the scope of the tenn "supplemental data col
lection device" as applied herein. 

In various embodiments, the present invention provides an 
advertising measurement system with the ability to cross
correlate advertising audience data collected via television 
distribution systems from television digital set-top boxes 
("DSTBs"), for example, and other program delivery sources 
(e.g., Internet, radio, mobile devices, others) in multiple 

10 households, with television program data, with other market 
or media touchpoints (e.g., print, outdoor, web pages, radio), 
and with product purchase data derived from those same 
households, so that the purchase of a product or service can be 
viewed with regard to the stimuli that occurred prior to that 

15 purchase to the household making that purchase. Analyses 
conducted in accordance with embodiments of the invention 
benefit from being based on both individual household level 
data. Also, such analyses are not necessarily dependent on 
supplemental data collection devices installed in the house-

20 hold (i.e., devices supplemental to equipment already 
installed in the household, such as DSTB). As applied herein, 
the tenn "household" may include a single residential 
address, for example, or other like locations to which pro
gramming and/or advertising content is communicated for 

25 viewing by consumers. The processing system may be con
figured to collect television tuning data from DSTBs, validate 
the quality of clickstreams, and combine the data with addi
tional sources of infonnation such as purchasing data, demo
graphic data, advertising data and programming data. As 

30 applied herein, a "clickstream" may be defined as a time
stamped minute/second record of media exposure events 
(e.g., channel changes, volume changes, start, stop, pause, 
etc.) generated by media or program delivery sources a con
sumer controls with buttons or keys, such as television, digital 

35 video recorder (DVR), Internet, or wireless devices (e.g., 
mobile phones), or digitized records produced by passive or 
active people-metering technology. In certain embodiments, 
"clickstream" may also encompass digitized data for media 
input from digital or non-digital records such as subscription 

40 records, newsstand sales or purchase records, survey data, 
diaries, observational/ethnographic research, or many other 
types of records. A "clickstream" may also include all data 
that represent media exposure and that can be attached at a 
household level. It can be appreciated that embodiments of 

45 the invention may be expanded to measure other advertising 
media or "program delivery sources" such as the Internet, 
radio, handheld devices, wireless devices (e.g., mobile 
phones), television distribution systems, cable, satellite, pro
grams delivered through telephone networks, "TiVo" type 

50 systems, "DirectTV" type systems, or many others. 
Through use of the advertising measurement system and 

associated calculations, metrics, data processing, and other 
methods and strategies described herein, advertisers and 
other users can be offered real-time, online access to web-

55 based dashboard research reports of the processed, cross
correlated data. This can facilitate reallocation of advertising 
resources, perhaps shifting money from advertising with 
lower sales per dollar to advertising producing higher sales 
per dollar, thereby increasing the ROI of the advertising con-

60 tent. Users can generate media research reports from diverse 
databases of the processing system which employs special
ized data analysis metrics. 

In certain embodiments, the invention offers a software 
platform which allows advertising professionals, agencies, 

65 media, researchers, and other users to successfully measure 
and maximize advertisement campaign effectiveness and 
associated ROI. The invention can provide advertising cus-
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tomers with a portal to analyze the direct impact of marketing 
stimuli on ROI. Also, advertisers may be permitted to supple
ment existing data in the advertising measurement system 
with their own advertising campaign information to facilitate 
analyses of information from various households including 
media viewing habits, advertisement exposure levels, and 
subsequent consumer purchasing behavior as a result of the 
advertisement exposure. 

For example and by way of illustration, embodiments of 
the invention may employ data collected directly from cable 10 

and satellite television DSTBs, a known television industry 
term for devices used by television distribution system pro
viders to convert and process video signals received from a 
content provider for presentation on a consumer's television 
screen. DSTBs are typically microprocessor-based and gen- 15 

erally also contain substantial memory and, in an increasing 
proportion of cases, return data communication paths. Down
loadable software or other computer-readable instructions are 
also available which can be transmitted into the DSTBs from 

6 
television distribution system providers with name/address 
lists of those who possess product purchase records (e.g., 
grocery stores or supermarket chains). For example, many 
stores offer discounts to customers who agree to use frequent 
shopper cards or other discount cards at the point of purchase. 
Data derived from such discount cards allows the store to 
maintain a record of purchases made by consumers. In addi
tion to products or services sold through supermarkets, many 
other types of products can be tracked efficiently to name/ 
address lists associated with advertiser records. For example, 
car companies, airlines, hotels, car rental companies, finan
cial service providers, and other types of business entities and 
advertisers may maintain records of the names and addresses 
of consumers who bought their products. For example, in 
consumer electronics and appliance categories customers 
may register with the advertiser by completing a product 
warranty card. 

By matching what progranlilling each household has 

a head end of the television distribution system, for example, 
to empower the DSTBs with functional capabilities to track 
tuning behavior comparable to other types of meters previ
ously used to monitor television usage by marketing/media 
research companies. The return data communication path 
capabilities can also be used to draw data originating from the 
DSTBs "upstream" to collectors and other data aggregators 
who can process and report the data. The technique may 
involve downloading a compact module of software into the 
DSTB over the satellite or cable transmission facilities. This 
module then acts like a hardware-based meter in date-stamp
ing, time-stamping and logging the channel changes and 
other commands from the viewer to the DSTB (e.g., tum on, 
tum off, sound up, sound down, etc.). Uploading such logs 
daily or periodically can capture with a certain degree of 
granular precision the television exposure patterns of each 
television set so measured. 

20 viewed or tuned to on a television, for example, with products 
the household has purchased, the advertiser can know which 
advertising has worked and which has not worked. Media 
other than television can also be measured by means of the 
list-matching approach. For example, magazines and news-

The inventors have discovered, however, that it is often 
insufficient to use the raw viewing data generated by DSTBs. 
Embodiments of the invention therefore can be configured to 
apply one or more cleansing and editing algorithms to the 
viewing data to remove inconsistencies and account for 
potential limitations of the DSTB data collection software, 
for example. Examples of such cleansing or editing algo
rithms include: false positive editing (to correct for the phe
nomenon of DSTB powered up when the television con
nected to the DSTB is powered down); intab determination 

25 papers typically have subscriber lists on a name/address basis 
which can be cross-correlated with matching households that 
have been measured for television programming and pur
chase data. Also, consumer Internet usage can be measured in 
these households by downloading tracking software into the 

30 computer systems of cooperating households to monitor 
Internet traffic, and/or by uploading Internet service provider 
(ISP) server records in a manner which protects privacy. 
Records of the household (e.g., name, address, telephone 
number, etc.) can be cross-correlated with matching house-

35 holds by adding the advertiser's direct mail, telemarketing, 
and other campaigns to the sphere of measurable marketing 
touchpoints. As applied herein, a "touchpoint" is a term 
understood by those skilled in the art and is intended to 
encompass all means or media by which consumers may be 

40 influenced by marketing or advertising, including but not 
limited to television, radio, magazines, newspapers, Internet, 
outdoor media, transit media, direct mail, telemarketing, 
event sponsorships, matchbook covers, skywriting, point of 
purchase materials, in-store marketing, display, mobile, press 

45 releases, and many others. In certain embodiments, house
hold interviews or surveys may also be conducted to comple
ment results obtained from the list matching strategy. (to remove data derived from households whose tuning 

records are insufficiently complete due to network outages, 
DSTB crashes, cable malfunctions, and other like factors); 
multi set top box editing (to reflect multiple DSTBs within the 50 

same household); outage/surfing determination (to adjust for 
DSTB record filtering performed by television distribution 
system providers or their software vendors); and/or, geo
graphic and demographic weighting (to project the intab 
sample to the population of which it is a sample). More 55 

detailed discussion of examples of such cleansing and editing 
algorithms is provided hereinbelow. 

In various embodiments, the invention addresses problems 
with prior market analysis approaches by making data col
lection cost effective for a variety of media and marketing 
communication channels at the household level with 
enhanced precision and within comparatively larger house
hold sample sizes. FIGS. lA, 1B and 2 schematically illus
trate an overview of an exemplary architecture and associated 
processes for collecting, analyzing and processing click
stream data originating from a household 102 in which one or 
more content delivery sources 104 (e.g., television 104A, 
Internet 104B (e.g., web pages via an Internet connection 
through a modem, cable system, wireless connection, or other 
communication media), wireless device 104C, print subscrip
tions 104D, etc.) display or communicate programming con-

However, advertisers are often concerned not only with 
measuring what consumers potentially see their advertising 
content, but also with how many of those consumers act (e.g., 60 

make purchases) in response to the advertisements. There
fore, in addition to the economic challenge of measuring 
television exposure for a relatively large sample size of 
households, it is also a challenge to measure the purchase 
behavior or purchase history of that same population of 65 

households. In various embodiments, the invention may 
employ matching of name/address lists obtained from the 

tent and advertising content to consumers within the house
hold 102. In the example shown, a DSTB 106 is operatively 
associated with the television 104A and a digital video 
recorder (DVR) 104E. The DSTB 106 may be provided to the 
household 102 by a television distribution system provider, 
for example. 
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At step 202, program viewing data or clickstream data 
from the television 104A, for example, may be communi
cated from the DSTB 106 to an advertising measurement 
system 122 configured to receive and process such program 
data. It can be appreciated that clickstream data from the other 
content delivery sources 104B, 104C, 104D may also like
wise be communicated to the system 122 at step 202. In 
addition, program data associated with content displayed or 
communicated by the content delivery sources 104 may also 
be communicated to the system 122 at step 202. Such pro
gram data may include actually aired program data, sched
uled programming data, or other like program data. After 
edited data are uploaded to the advertising measurement sys
tem 122, the data can be parsed into a searchable database by 
automatic electronic conversion into a relational database 
format wherein attributes such as date, time, channel, viewing 
content (e.g., program or commercial code), household char
acteristics, DSTB data, and/or other characteristics can be 
stored. Also, one or more cleansing and editing algorithms 
may be applied to the uploaded data (see discussion below). 

At step 204, product purchase data associated with the 
consumers in the household 102 can be acquired. This prod
uct purchase data can be combined with the data uploaded to 
the advertising measurement system 122 from the household 
102. It can be appreciated that different product categories 
may employ different best methods to obtain or collect pur
chasing data within households 102. For example, for auto
mobiles the best method may be a name/address match 
between the car manufacturer's sales database (e.g., by VIN 
or Vehicle Identification Number). For major appliances, war
ranty registrations provide a similar approach. For airline use, 
individual airline travel records by household 102 provide 
similar accuracy of purchasing data via name/address match. 
For prescription pharmaceuticals, the marketers themselves 
have access to household 102 level data that can be matched 
directly to the households 102 in a given sample. For financial 
services, financial institutions often have household 102 level 
information about their customers. Retailers analyzing their 
own ROI also have access to household 102 level data that can 

8 
102, then the artificial non-DSTB household 102 sample can 
be enlarged to allow more granular ROI analysis, and the two 
samples can be weighted and applied together to represent 
their respective population proportions. 

At step 208, advertising data may be communicated and 
received by the advertising measurement system 122. In gen
eral, such advertising data may reflect advertising content 
displayed on the television 104A of the consumer in the 
household 102, such as when ads were aired, at what times, on 

10 what channels, on what networks, and other like details (de
scribed below). The advertising data may also be derived 
from other content delivery sources 104B, 104C, 104Dwithin 
the household 102. The advertising data may also be supplied 
by users such as advertisers who interact directly with the 

15 system 122 to enter data into the system 122. In addition, at 
step 210 demographics data may be communicated to the 
system 122; and proprietary data from advertisers or other 
users may be communicated at step 212. 

At step 214, each of the different sets of data described 
20 above (i.e., clickstream data, program data, product purchase 

data, market touchpoint or media exposure data, and adver
tising data) can be aggregated, matched, and/or cross-corre
lated and then stored in a suitable data storage medium or 
database within the advertising measurement system 122. At 

25 step 216, this cross-correlated data can be made accessible in 
real-time to interested parties such as advertisers, agencies, 
programming networks, and other users. Embodiments of the 
invention offer advertisers, agencies, networks and other 
users with household -level data and report generators that can 

30 be employed to analyze the subjects of their respective inter
ests. Among other functionality and features, the report gen
erators may include standard tables, multiple regression 
analyses implemented at the household level, statistical com
parisons of households that switched to a given product brand 

35 versus the rest of the product category, and model-based 
projections of what the findings suggest should be the optimal 
reallocation of the marketing mix for a given product brand. 
Report generators can be configured to process and present a 
range of data and calculations of data including, for example 

40 and without limitation, ratings, shares, households using tele
vision or HUT calculations, demographics of product users, 
reach/frequency, frequency distribution, trend, and many oth
ers. It can be seen that embodiments of the invention can 

be matched. For packaged goods, RFID codes printed into 
packaging may be read by sensors attached to all doorway 
entries, for example. In certain embodiments, product pur
chases may also be self-reported by households 102 via Inter
net questionnaires, for example. It can be appreciated that 
ROI measurements based on such product data can be based 45 

on changes in attitude toward product brands that drive pur
chase behavior changes; and marketers generally accept that 
when their brand has increased its standing in the consumer's 
mind, that fact can be measured by self-reporting methods. 

facilitate more accurate analyses ofROI on marketing invest
ments on a more granular, medium by medium basis. It can be 
appreciated that this tends to make marketing spending more 
cost effective and accountable. In the language of company 
management, marketing investment may cease to be a "black 
box" within the financial spreadsheet of the company. 

At step 206, exposure of the household 102 to other mar- 50 

keting influences or market touchpoints (such as Internet 
surfing, magazines, newspapers, radio, etc.) can be obtained 
or measured based on activity of the household 102. In certain 
embodiments, measuring household 102 exposure to market 
touchpoints can be facilitated by use of software modules 55 

downloaded into the computer systems of the household 102. 
Marketers are generally willing to accept that ROI patterns 
among the households 102 with a DSTB 106 are representa
tive of ROI patterns among all households 102. In certain 
embodiments, a relatively small sample of DSTBs 106 may 60 

be placed in non-DSTB households 102, such that the artifi
cially placed DSTBs 106 are constrained to not increase the 
number of channels made available to the household 102, and 
the non-DSTB sample can be used as a check to ensure that 
broad ROI patterns observed in non-DSTB households 102 65 

do not differ significantly from those measured in DSTB 106 
households 102. IfROI patterns do differ in such households 

In certain embodiments, data may be stored in the adver
tising measurement system 122 without any personally iden
tifiable information ("PII"), such that users of the system 122 
will have no way of knowing the identity of consumers in a 
given household 102. Most business entities selling products 
or services maintain customer lists. These customers may be 
identified not only in terms ofPII, such as by name or address, 
but also by use of abstract identification numbers meaning
less to anyone outside of the business entity that assigns the 
company assigning that identification number or account 
number. 

To protect privacy of consumer information, embodiments 
of the invention may be associated with a marketing research 
company 132 and/or a list matcher 134. Both of these entities 
132, 134 may be involved in the process of compiling data on 
an individual household 102 basis, such as information sup
plied by supermarket chains and other holders of product 
purchase data, information supplied by television distribution 
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system providers and other suppliers of media data, or other 
data sources or data suppliers 136. Such data suppliers 136 
may communicate their purchase data or media data, for 
example, to the marketing research company 132 without PH, 
grouping data instead by account number (e.g., a 
"TRA_KEY" number). Thus, the data of each individual 
household 102 can be identified by an account number asso
ciated with that household 102 when the data is communi
cated from the data suppliers 136 to the marketing research 
company 132. 

In parallel, the data suppliers 136 may send to the list 
matcher 134 only the PH and the account number associated 
with each household 102. The list matcher 134 then creates a 
table or thesaurus 138 which relates on a company-by-com
pany basis each account number to other account numbers 
associated with the same household 102. The resulting table 
indicates, for example, that the household 102 which cable 
company A calls account number ABC1234 is the same 
household 102 that supennarket chain B calls account Num
ber DEF5678. After the list matcher 134 communicates the 
thesaurus 138 to the marketing research company 132, the 
thesaurus 138 can be used to cross-correlate media exposure 
data and product purchase data received from the data sup
pliers 136 so that all data relating to a unique household 102 
can be anonymously associated with the records for that 
household 102. Thus, embodiments of the invention over
come privacy issues by separating PH from other data and 
information (e.g., media, purchase, etc.); no single party has 
access to both household 102 identity and household 102 
purchase or viewing behavior. A party that knows a household 
102 identity, for example, will not know the behavior of that 
household 102; likewise, a party that knows the behavior ofa 
household 102 will not know the identity of that household 
102. The anonymized data can then be accessed and used by 
a variety of users 140, such as advertisers 140A, agencies 
140B, media 140C, or other users 140D. 

In certain embodiments of the invention, methods and sys
tems for identifying the value of specific households 102 and 
DSTBs 106 in those households 102 in terms of likelihood 
that a household 102 or consumer will respond favorably to 
advertisements for a brand (e.g., whom does the advertiser 
want to be exposed to a given ad?), and likelihood that a 
household 102 or consumer will be exposed to airings of 
advertisements for a brand (e.g., how does the advertiser best 
deliver advertisements for the brand?). Such methods and 
systems may serve as a guidance system for targeting televi
sion 104A commercials or other advertising content which 
can be delivered selectively by DSTB 106. Such commercials 
may be considered "addressable commercials" 142 as known 
to those skilled in the art and may be communicated to each 
household 102 by an advertiser 140A, as shown in FIG. lA, 
for example. Addressable commercials 142 can be imple
mented using commercials stored on adjacent "feeder chan
nels", on servers (e.g., as in IPTY, switched digital video, 
VOD, or network DVR), on hard drives in set top boxes or 
television appliances (TiVo, etc.). In the context of address
able commercials 142, various embodiments of the invention 
can be used to: (a) detennine which households 102 should 
receive a specific commercial, how often, when, and in what 
type of program environment, based upon the correlation 
between the same type of household 1 02 (e.g., heavy pur
chaser of X product, occasional purchaser ofY brand, etc.), 
receipt of such messages, and its increased purchase of the 
advertised brand; and (b) track the purchase behavior induc
ing success of such placements so as to further correct or 
refine placement strategies and tactics to improve purchase 
behavior production rates. By providing a means for more 

10 
closely aligning feasible placement of advertisements with 
ideal, unrestricted placement according to empirical purchase 
behavior correlation, addressable commercials 142 can 
increase return on investment yield for advertisers and other 
users. 

In certain embodiments, the invention may use digital 
video recorder or DVR 104E clickstream data coupled with 
purchase data to measure and analyze ROI and to drive 
addressable advertising such as addressable commercials 

10 142. For example, the system 122 may be configured to 
analyze the effects ofDVR 104E usage on advertising effec
tiveness, in situations in which the DVR 104E is or is not used 
as a means of delivering addressable commercials 142. If 
DVR-based addressable commercials 142 are used, the sys-

15 tem 122 can be configured to detennine the degree to which 
use of the DVR 104 E as a playback mechanism contributes to 
consumers fast-forwarding or skipping commercials and the 
degree to which such consumer behavior reduces sales 
response to such advertising. If the DVR 104E is used as a 

20 means of delivering addressable-to-DSTB commercials, 
either by insertion into nonnal pods or by means of showing 
self-selected advertising as an option on the list of content 
available on the DVR 104E, the system 122 can be configured 
to detennine the degree to which that addressable advertising 

25 142 of each type is not skipped or fast-forwarded over and to 
compare sales rates produced by addressable commercials 
142 of both types versus non-addressable advertising. 

FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate details of an example of an 
advertising measurement system 302 which may be config-

30 ured in accordance with various embodiments of the inven
tion. In the example shown in FIG. 3A, the advertising mea
surement system 302 may include a middle tier 304, a data 
access tier 306, and a presentation tier 308. Examples of each 
of these tiers 304,306,308 are described hereinafter as com-

35 ponents of the advertising measurement system 302. 
The middle tier 304 of the system 302 may be programmed 

with business logic and may provide various application ser
vices such as caching, distributing computing resources, dis
tributing transactions, data transfonnation, authentication, 

40 security, and may serve as a coordinator of other application 
components. The middle tier 304 may be configured with one 
or more web servers 304A and/or application servers 304B 
configured for receiving input from the presentation tier 308, 
interacting with the data access tier 306 services to retrieve or 

45 update application persistent data, and/or sending processed 
results to the presentation tier 308, potentially merging 
dynamic content with static pages presented to various users. 
The middle tier 304 may be hosted on a set of clustered 
application servers 304B, providing a robust and scalable 

50 environment for many different potential users. The middle 
tier 304 may be configured to support multiple roles involved 
in the system 302, including administrator functions, session 
management, processing credentials, and security functions. 
The middle tier 304 may also be configured to coordinate the 

55 use of server resources (e.g., database servers 304C) and 
communication among various application components via 
messaging services, as well as managing itself in tenns of 
memory and CPU utilization requirements. 

In various embodiments, caching perfonned by the middle 
60 tier 304 allows the system 302 to store recently used persis

tent data in middle-tier 304 memory, for example, which 
potentially minimizes time spent on repeated data retrieves 
and reduces the load on the data access tier 306. Authentica
tion perfonned by the middle tier 304 may be used to check 

65 and track user 326 credentials in the system 302 and manage 
user 326 rights and privileges to view or modifY certain appli
cation data as well as executing certain application services. 
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The middle tier 304 may also record various operational 
events, such as dispatching database queries and their 
completion, users 326 logging in and out, starting and ending 
data ingestion tasks performed by a data ingestion utility 310, 
monitoring database node failures. By using distributed com
puting techniques, the middle tier 304 allows faster compu
tation by splitting complex computational tasks into multiple 
subtasks and executing each of the subtasks in parallel on 
multiple processors. The middle tier 304 also coordinates 
transaction management and distributing transactions to 10 

allow certain functions to be executed across multiple data 
storage media, thereby promoting consistent performance of 
the function across all transaction participants. The middle 
tier 304 may also perform various data transformation func
tions such as transforming data between/among multiple for- 15 

mats such as HTML, XML, XSLT, binary formats, and many 
others. 

The middle tier 304 may be operatively associated with the 
data ingestion utility 310 which can be embodied as a data 
feed control process configured to initiate acquisition of data 20 

from various external applications or data sources 312 (e.g., 
data suppliers or third party data vendors), to make internal 
system calls to data cleansing and validation algorithms (as 
described in more detail below), and/or perform other middle 
tier 304 services. Functions of the data ingestion utility 310 25 

can be configured to execute automatically by scheduling 
data ingestion processes or can be manually initiated. The 
data ingestion process can be developed to clean, validate, 
transform and aggregate clickstream, demographic, program
ming and purchasing data received by or communicated from 30 

the advertising measurement system 302. The data ingestion 
utility 310 can be used to upload clickstream data, program 
data, demographic data, purchasing data, product data, and 
other types of data to the system 302. The utility 310 may also 
be responsible for data aggregation, index creation, data cor- 35 

relation or cross-correlation, and may coordinate the execu
tion of various editing or cleansing algorithms (e.g., intab, 
false positive, outage/surfing, viewers per viewing household 
(VPVH), weighting, failure, etc.). 

In certain embodiments, the middle tier 304 may include 40 

various services configured to interface with the data access 
tier 306 and the presentation tier 308 of the advertising mea
surement system 302, such as through a Web Services inter
face 322 (as shown in FIG. 3B). These services may be 
embodied as application programming interfaces (APls) or 45 

other types of computer-executable applications or software 
instructions embodied in various modules that execute vari
ous functions within the system 302 and enable integration 
into one or more computer systems or legacy systems of an 
advertiser, media agency, creative agency, or other users 326. 50 

In certain embodiments, the system 302 may be configured 
for direct data communication and/or direct user interface 
(e.g., through application program interface or API calls) with 
one or more advertisers 326 to facilitate tasks or activities 
such as report generation, data collection (e.g., collecting 55 

supplemental household data), data analysis, and/or many 
other functions. For example, an advertiser 326 may establish 
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other data sources (programming, purchases, demographics, 
etc.). An API in the statistics module 324 may be configured 
to invoke supported reports (e. g., return on investment or RO I 
reports, true target index or TTl reports, audience retention or 
AR reports, advertising/media exposure or AME reports, 
reach frequency reports, and others-see below for detailed 
examples of such reports) with their corresponding param
eters. Additional API calls may allow users 326 to set up 
report selection criteria and filtering common to all reports 
(e.g., date/time, demographics, etc.). Another API subset of 
the statistics module 324 may be configured to allow brows
ing campaigns, named demographic profiles, products, pur
chases, and other data sources. The statistics module 324 may 
function in connection with a database grid management 
service module 328 to launch parallel queries on relevant grid 
nodes, collect results, aggregate the results, perform calcula
tions, and produce a final output. Working together, these 
modules 324, 328 may also monitor query execution on vari-
0us database nodes in the data access tier 306 and potentially 
retry failed queries on alternative nodes on which duplicate 
clickstream data is stored, for example. 

The database grid management service module 328 may be 
embodied as an intelligent component configured to route 
queries to appropriate servers for parallel execution, for 
example. The database grid management module 328 may 
manage data storage media 328A, 328B partitioned across a 
plurality of database servers, route queries to appropriate 
servers for parallel execution, keep track of data mapping and 
data distribution, track communications with database serv
ers, track processing of the queries, track combining and 
calculating data aggregation results, duplicate clickstream 
data on additional database servers, provide failover support 
(if a server fails, a query still could be executed on an opera
tive server), track availability of the database servers and 
schedule queries to available servers. The database grid man
agement module 328 may also track availability of the data
base servers on the data access tier 306, and schedule queries 
only to available servers. 

For example, in certain embodiments, to enhance system 
302 availability, data ingestion can be implemented by "fail
ing" an active database "shard" (see discussion of shards 
below) in the data access tier 306, or taking it out of service, 
so that queries can proceed on duplicate partitions, while the 
"failed" shard is updated with new information. Once updat-
ing is completed, the shard can be brought back online, while 
duplicate shards can likewise be taken out of service and 
updated with the same data. This sequence of tasks can be 
implemented automatically by the database grid management 
module 328. As described below, embodiments of the inven-
tion that employ shard architecture can be used to make a 
computer system and its storage media scalable and poten
tially massively scalable. 

A report archiving service module 330 may be configured 
to archive reports results into tables in a dedicated database 
330A, rather than in their final output format (HTML, PDF, 
etc.), making archived results searchable and more compact. 
Reports can be archived with all selected criteria. When 

a predetermined report or group of reports to be automatically 
generated for the advertiser 326 by accessing a direct data 
connection with the system 302. 60 needed, the archived data may be extracted and a report 

produced in the desired output format. Because reports are 
archived in database tables, they may also be used to produce 
trend reports over periods of time, which could be longer than 

A statistics service module 324 may be configured to 
encapsulate typical extraction calculations performed on 
clickstream data which can be used in reports and in macro 
functionality at the report level, such that a request from a user 
326 to generate a report may only require making a single call 65 

or a single Web Service method. The module 324 may be 
configured to correlate transparently clickstream data with 

the retention time for raw clickstream data, for example. 
Archived reports may also be used as a cache mechanism; as 
long as a report exists with the same selection criteria as 
currently requested report, there is no need to generate a new 
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report and an archived version can be used instead. Generat
ing a report may also be treated in the system 302 as an 
auditable event. 

An entitlement service module 332 may be configured with 
an interface to a user management application which provides 
access to a database 332A of users 326 of the system 302 and 
their associated entitlements. This module 332 provides func
tions for provisioning, identifying, and authenticating users 
of the system 302. The module 332 may be configured to 
allow administrators to define user entitlement (e.g., which 
reports they are allowed to generate, which campaigns can be 
accessed, which demographics can be accessed, etc.). The 
module 332 may also be configured to allow system admin
istrators to create multiple tenants (client companies) and add 
end users 326 belonging to each of them or to create a single
tenant environment. Users 326 belonging to a tenant will only 
be able to access the resources associated with that tenant 
resources, and may not be made aware of the existence of 
other tenants. 

A demographic service module 334 supports creation and 
maintenance of named demographic profiles, which can be 
used as reports filters. Named demographic profiles may be 
stored in a dedicated database 334A. As applied herein, the 
term "demographic" as used in connection with data and 
other information includes, for example and without limita
tion, data that can be used to classify households 102 into 
types such as, when available, income, ethnicity, psychologi-
cal characteristics, geographic data, household 102 composi
tion data, as well as product ownership, product purchase 
data, media exposure data, and/or any other segmentation 
approach. 

A campaign service module 336 may be configured to 
support creation and maintenance of advertisement cam
paigns, which can be used in certain report functions. Cam
paigns can be assigned to individual end users 326 and stored 
in a dedicated database 336A. As applied herein, a "cam
paign" may be defined as a set of advertisements specified by 
a user 326 of the advertising measurement system 302 to 
represent a cohesive advertising plan component executed 
during a time frame, media, and/or geography as specified by 
the user. 
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system 302 by various entities or users 326. Such auditing 
events may be stored by author or user 326, time stamp, action 
taken, or by other attributes of the event. 

In various embodiments, a clickstream data injection mod
ule 342 may be configured to correlate clickstream data with 
other data sources (e.g., progrannning, purchases, demo
graphics, and others). Also, a product module 344 may be 
configured to manage or process product-related data and 
information stored in a database 344A; and a purchases mod-

10 ule 346 may be configured to manage or process purchase
related data and information stored in a database 346A, such 
as purchases made by consumers in a household 102. 

In various embodiments, the advertising measurement sys
tem 302 may provide users 326 such as advertisers and agen-

15 cies with tools to perform multivariate regression type analy
ses, for example, as well as marketing mix modeling. The 
system 302 can be configured to perform multivariate analy
ses using data stored in the system 302, such as granular and 
attribute-encoded observations of ad exposure and purchase 

20 events within specific households 102 over time, for example. 
Such analyses can facilitate the allocation of weights to cer
tain components or variables for generating predictive esti
mates of the contribution of each such component to the 
combined sales effect of all of a given brand's advertising and 

25 promotion. For example, percentage ROI weights can be 
applied as a result of regression analyses which can be asso
ciated with specific creative, media, targeting, frequency, and 
recency attributes of a brand and its advertising strategy. 

In operation, the middle tier 304 may undertake various 
30 data cleansing, editing, and format validation algorithms for 

data from television distribution system providers, such as 
identifying duplicate records, inconsistent records, and/or 
confirming that variables are within the range of allowed 
values and that data patterns match within predetermined 

35 parameters. 
A multi-DSTB editing algorithm may be employed to 

ensure that multiple DSTBs 106 in a household 102 tnned to 
the same television 104A network or other program delivery 
source connt only once for the household 102, such as for 

40 purposes of calculating rating and cumulative reach metrics. 
In the event that multiple DSTBs 106 in the household 102 are 
tuned to different networks, then the household 102 can be 
credited with tuning once to each different network. The 
multi-DSTB editing algorithm fnnctions to ensure that a 

45 household 102 is not counted more than once toward calcu
lation of households using television (HUT), among other 
calculations. 

In various embodiments, advertisers and other users 326 
may be permitted to supplement or revise data stored in the 
advertising measurement system 302 with supplemental 
household data of various types (e.g., purchase data, demo
graphics data, advertising data, market exposure or market 
touchpoint data, and many other types). For example, such 
advertiser supplemental household data may be derived from 
customer newsletters, direct mail lists, coupon redemption 
records, special service or warranty contracts with consum
ers, a custom segmentation strategy of the advertiser, and/or 
from many other like sources of supplemental household 
data. The supplemental household data may be used in con
nection with data in the system 302 to enhance report genera
tion or the performance of various data analyses, for example. 55 

A DSTB 106 may not be able to tell when the television 
104A itself is off even though the DSTB 106 is on. This can 

50 lead to erroneous measurements if the household 102 is 
treated as if it were continuing to view the television 104A 
when it actually is not. A false positives editing algorithm 
may be applied to identifY when the DSTB 106 or television 
104A is powered off and hence no viewing is in process. The 
false positives editing algorithm can use defined heuristics or 
rules to eliminate the false positive viewing periods when it is 
most likely that no one in the household 102 is tnning to any 
station. The false positives editing algorithm yields edited 
tuning data that closely track the expected HUT (Household 
Using Television) as reported by other sources. In various 
embodiments, the false positives editing algorithm can apply 
a rule that assumes that a household 102 not making any 
clicks after X minutes means that the household 102 is no 

A monitoring service module 338 can be configured to 
provide visibility into the application state, such as by dis
playing logged-in users or showing currently running appli
cation tasks (e.g., queries, data uploads, etc.). This module 
338 may also be configured to collect and make available 60 

performance statistics (e.g., response times, queue length, 
etc.), generate recommendations to rebalance shards or if to 
add additional components to improve system 302 perfor
mance. longer tuning, then after that specified time interval all further 

65 "apparent tuning" can be edited out. The inventors have dis
covered that optimal values for X can be between one and four 
hours. Additionally, the value of X can be modified by demo-

An auditing service module 340 can be configured to pre
serve auditing events by documenting additions, deletions, 
and other modifications to data or information within the 
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graphics, program type or genre, specific program, and/or by 
permutations of these values, and/or can integrate infonna
tion about signs for searching for weather or acceptable pro
gram choices prior to a period of extended inactive remote 
control usage, for example. The false positive editing algo
rithm can be further refined by truncating the tuning at the 
next half-hour, hour or other daypart boundary beyond the X 
minutes duration parameter. The false positive editing algo
rithm may also be adjusted by allowing the value for X to vary 
by hour of the day or other daypart. Also, this technique can 
be further refined by varying the parameter X in response to 
number of children in a household, for example, or age of 
household members, among other demographic distinctions. 
The inventors have discovered that such adjustments can 
account for the nature of programs by daypart and by other 
variations in tuning behavior (program duration, retention 
rate, etc.). 

Alternatively, another solution to the false positives prob
lem include detecting changes in the input impedance of the 
television set 1 04A as a proxy to determine that one or both of 
the television set 104A or the DSTB 106 have been powered 
down. Also, this technique may be refined by identifYing a 
"tum-off signature" for each household by investigating the 
behavior of the household prior to powering down the televi
sion for the night (e.g., certain households may check for 
interesting programs across chaunels before giving up, or the 
household may habitually check the Weather Chaunel before 
turning off the television, etc.). In certain embodiments, home 
entertainment networks that allow different devices to com
municate together and query the status of other devices on the 
network can be used to assist with solutions for addressing 
false positive tuning and other measurement challenges. 

A weighting algorithm may be applied to match a panel 
(i.e., a sample size of consumers in different households 102) 
to census or demographics information. When using a sample 
or panel of households 102 (a subset of the total television 
population), the households 102 can be weighted so that the 
sample represents the same basic demographic statistics as 
United States census data, for example. United States census 
data extracts can be obtained from external data sources 312. 
A data weighting algorithm can also be applied for outages, 
such as when a geographical area suffers outages over a 
significant part of the measured households 102, then the 
remaining in-service households 102 should be weighted so 
that the total demographic profile and the area's weight 
within the total measure universe matches what would have 
been the case had the outage not occurred. Factors to consider 
in applying the outage weighting algorithm may include the 
percentage of households 102 affected or the duration (e.g., 
time) of the outage. 
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embodiments, a minimum dwell time filter may be applied to 
data received by the advertising measurement system 302 to 
identify and distinguish data derived from actual program 
viewing versus data derived from mere channel surfing. 

An intab editing algorithm may be applied to address 
households 102 that cannot tune to a television 104A (e.g., 
because of cable service disruptions) and which should be 
excluded from reporting statistics and data supplied to the 
advertising measurement system 302. In certain embodi-

10 ments, to be considered intab for a report period, a DSTB 106 
must be intab a minimum of75% of days, by day of week , for 
example. For instance, if the report period is four weeks, then 
the DSTB 106 must be intab for at least three Mondays, three 
Tuesdays, and so on. After applying the 75% rule, the number 

15 of days can be rounded up. Thus, for example, a one-week 
report requires DSTBs 106 to be intab every day of the week. 
If reports are run on daily, weekly, and monthly periods, then 
interim versions of these reports may have been based on 
households 102 that were intab when first run, but became 

20 not-intab for a later report period. Thus, for example, interim 
reports may not be identical to the same report run at the end 
ofa month. A DSTB 106 can be considerednot-intab for any 
day in which the DSTB 106 was inoperable or could not 
return the status of the DSTB 106 for more than 10 minutes, 

25 or another predetermined time interval, during the day. A 
household 102 explicitly turning off the DSTB 106 does not 
necessarily make the DSTB 106 not-intab. Conditions that 
could cause not-intab periods include wide area failures 
affecting many DSTBs 106, such as general system failures in 

30 the cable plant (hardware or software), a major weather event 
that impairs a significant portion of the system off-line, or 
area-wide utility or power failures. Individual failure may 
also be a reason to make a DSTB 106 not-intab, which can be 
caused by buffer overflow that causes lost data, application 

35 software aborts and resets that cause buffered data to be lost, 
or days when service was not provided to the DSTB (e.g., 
service new or not yet been established or service discon
nected). Any report period during which a DSTB 106 cannot 
be unambiguously associated with a single household 102 

40 may be a reason for applying the not-intab designation. For 
example, a not-intab designation may apply if the DSTB 106 
was moved to a different household 102, but the DSTB 106 
still reported using the same ID as when it was in the previous 
household 102. Also, any day for which the household 102 

45 opted-out of allowing its tuning to be measured may be con
sidered not-intab. The actual tuning of these rules based on 
empirical results and validation methods allows the finaliza
tion of rules upon which media investment decisions may be 
made. 

50 

An algorithm may be applied to distinguish between lost 
data and data derived from "channel surfing" or other 
repeated changing of channels by the consumer to identify 
programming available for viewing. This algorithm addresses 
the issue of when tuning duration less than X seconds is 55 

invisible due to decisions made by data suppliers for mini
mizing the amounts of data they need to transport over band
width, and it cannot be determined whether the invisible 
tuning is due to short duration "surfing" or to a lost data 
condition. In certain embodiments, the algorithm may con- 60 

sider any invisible interval less than 60 seconds (parameter
ized and could be set to values up to about 5 minutes), for 
example, as short duration surfing. Times longer than this 
predetermined interval are considered lost data. The inventors 
have found such an interval sufficient because it implies that 65 

the user continuously surfed for 60 contiguous seconds while 
never pausing more than X seconds on a channel. In various 

In the event that there is an absence of any positive indica
tion that a DSTB 106 is intab or not-intab, the following 
heuristics may guide intab decisions: a household 102 that 
shows no activity because the decision is made not to view 
television (e.g., vacation) may still be considered intab; a 
DSTB 106 that does not submit data for more than four 
consecutive weeks may be considered not-intab for each of 
those weeks it failed to submit data (this heuristic assumes 
that few households 102 will be on vacation for more than one 
month, therefore the failure to return any data is assumed to be 
due to a system or DSTB 106 problem); data integrity errors, 
such as the DSTB 106 was not associated with a valid house-
hold 102 or no associated demographics with the household 
102 may produce a not-intab designation; not all data sources 
provide explicit infonnation when DSTBs 106 may have 
errors, so a rule can be applied to require the DSTB 106 to 
have at least one tuning record in the clickstream for the report 
period. 
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A viewership to purchase correlation algorithm may be 
applied to assist with measuring the effect of advertising on 
subsequent buying or product purchase behavior (the terms 
"viewership", "viewing" and "viewer" can be defined as tele
vision 104A usage as measured by household 102 and DSTB 
106 tuning records). In certain embodiments, this algorithm 
can be executed to determine correlation coefficients relating 
advertisement effectiveness (advertisement creative quality 
and related effectiveness, advertisement scheduling param
eters including specific creative execution, commercial 10 

length, pod position, competitive protection (distance from 
commercials for competing brands), target segment, day of 
week, reach, frequency, recency, network, daypart, program 
environment, sponsorship versus commercial versus product 
placement, etc.) to changes in buying behavior. Such a mea- 15 

sure could guide the decisions of an advertiser in deriving the 
most benefit from an advertising budget and advertising cam
paign. An RO I index report can be generated that includes two 
measures of the relationship: increasers as percentage of tar
gets reached and percentage increase in purchase revenue 20 

among targets. These measurements allow comparing ROI 
and ROI Index values among different advertising strategies, 
under the assumption that advertising effectiveness differs by 
characteristics such as daypart and network hosting the adver
tisement airing. Such metrics can be divided by different 25 

product categories and their typical lead-lag time to purchase. 
Non-limiting examples oflag times between advertising and 
buying include: weekly (food), monthly (cleaning supplies), 
seasonally (clothing), or multi-yearly (automobiles). The 
analysis of such dose-response relationships may be further 30 

aided by the use of fitting to alternative shaped curves ( dimin
ishing returns, sigmoid, etc.), which have been found in mar
keting and in epidemiology in detecting, predicting and 
explaining the response of populations to stimuli. 

A data fusion algorithm can be employed to ascribe mar- 35 

keting demographics, media exposure or other data from a 
marketing database to a second database or other databases. 
For example, product usage data from a marketing database 
may be fused to household 102 data that does not itself 
include that product usage data. Data fusion works on a 40 

statistical basis: the data in common between the multiple 
databases is used to group households 102. For example, if X 
percent of the group of households 102 in a first database uses 
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cult if the same household 102 is exposed to identified time 
interval, source, or content multiple times over the report 
period, and records of those events are dispersed among dif
ferent shards 402-408. To validate that each household 102 is 
distinct, the ID of each household 102 could instead be aggre
gated and compared at a level higher than the data access tier 
306. But such a data aggregation level would be external to 
the shards 402-408, and this could cause potentially excessive 
data traffic between the shards 402-408 and the middle tier 
304, thus adding more time to query processing. Therefore, in 
embodiments of the present invention, all information per
taining to a specific household 102 may be confined to a 
single shard 402-408. In addition, certain information may be 
spread evenly across the shards 402-408 to avoid the situation 
in which some shards 402-408 work harder than others. A 
hash function may be used to determine a location of a spe-
cific household 102 on the shards 402-408, such as when 
household 102 related data needs to be accessed or updated. 

As the amount of information within the advertising mea
surement system 302 grows, more shards 402-408 may be 
needed to sustain a desired data processing response time. 
After a new shard 402-408 is added to the system 302, exist
ing data can be rebalanced between the shards 402-408 with 
a hash function, taking into account any new shards 402-408 
now available. A similar technique may be used to constantly 
monitor performance of the shards 402-408 and rebalance 
data between/among them according to the actual average 
response time achieved over a period of time, for example. 
This can be achieved by accounting for shard 402-408 capac
ity, which would be limited by the shard 402-408 physical 
capacity, but could be comparatively smaller for active shards 
402-408 and comparatively larger for less active shards 402-
408. As a result of monitoring, the capacity of each shard 
402-408 can be changed over time in response to its activity, 
thus distributing the data processing load between shards 
402-408 more evenly. Such performance analyses, load bal-
ancing, tuning and optimization can be configured to be auto
mated within the advertising measurement system 302 to 
provide the system 302 with a self-balancing quality. 

As shown in FIG. 5, an example of an architecture having 
multiple copies of different partitions 502, 504, 506, 508 in 
multiple shards 510, 512, 514 is shown. This arrangement 
allows for the event that if anyone of the shards 510, 512, 514 
fails, then the remaining shards 510, 512, 514 would still a given product, then X percent of the households 102 in a 

second database can be ascribed as users of the product. 45 possess copies of every single partition available, and the 
system 302 thus remains fully available. FIG. 6 shows a 
redundant configuration with eight shards 602-616, each 
holding one offour duplicated partitions 622, 624, 626, 628. 

Within the data access tier 306 of the advertising measure
ment system 302, data may be stored and partitioned in asso
ciation with multiple database management system (DBMS) 
servers or shards 402, 404, 406, 408, as shown in the system 
architecture example of FIG. 4 (for sake of convenience of 50 

disclosure, only four shards are displayed, but those skilled in 
the art will appreciate that more or less such shards are pos
sible within the scope of the invention). Every shard 402-408 
can be configured to maintain the same data structure or data 
tables while storing different data. The amount of data stored 55 

on a single shard 402-408 can be determined by the smaller of 
the following two factors: the largest cost effective disk stor
age size, and the largest amount of data still allowing a desired 
query response time (e.g., five seconds or less). As shown, the 
shards 402-408 may be configured to communicate with the 60 

middle tier 304 of the advertising measurement system 302. 
The inventors appreciate that the way data is partitioned in 

the data access tier 306 affects the efficiency of queries. For 
example, the number of distinct households 102 tuned at least 
once over a report period to the identified time interval, 65 

source, or content can be used to calculate a reach measure
ment. However, calculating this measurement becomes diffi-

In this example, a failure of anyone of the shards 602-616 
would still leave the system 302 fully available, but eight 
servers would be needed instead of three (as shown in the 
example of FIG. 5). However, the additional servers could be 
used to load balance concurrent queries, and improve the 
overall system 302 responsiveness. 

As noted previously, query response time depends on data 
size. The fact that the data is partitioned into shards makes the 
shard data size, not the overall database size, a determining 
factor affecting the query response time. That data size should 
be small enough to sustain a suitable query response time, 
which in turn may determine the number of shards needed, if 
and to the degree that the data storage is sufficient. To further 
improve response time, the existence of duplicate partitions 
could be utilized by load balancing queries between the par
titions. For example, if a query was scheduled against the first 
instance of partition A, the next concurrent query could be 
scheduled against the second instance of the same partition A 
instead of running both queries on the same shard. The exist-
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ence of duplicate partitions could be also leveraged during 
data updates. A partition instance could be taken offline and 
updated without significantly affecting system 302 respon
siveness, in comparison to having the partition instance 
remain online still responding to queries. Similarly, data stag
ing, cleansing, and transfonnation can be perfonned on off
line partitions to avoid affecting system 302 responsiveness. 
The system can be continuously monitored, measuring and 
tracking partition response time and generating rebalancing 
recommendations, to move household 102 data from one 
partition to another, less loaded one. This can also help to 
improve the overall response time of the system 302 by lim
iting the situations in which individual partitions become too 
slow. Also, in addition to rebalancing, the system 302 can be 
configured to recommend adding components (e.g., data stor
age media, shards, etc.) to achieve an improvement. 

20 
perfonned, such as cleansing the data, combining data from 
multiple sources, filtering out duplicates, and/or assigning 
database keys. A staging area of the system 302 may be 
configured with various database tables to contain the data in 
an intermediate fonn, where it can be readily manipulated. At 
this stage, applicable algorithms 714 (e.g., intab, false posi
tive, outage/surfing, failure, or others) can be applied to the 
data and derived tables can be built. In a further step, loading 
of data into the data access tier 306 can be performed. This 

10 step may be implemented as part of the middle tier 304 
processing in order to partition the new data, for example, in 
association with storing the data in the data access tier 306. 

In certain embodiments, clickstream data 702 originating 
from DSTBs 106 of televisions 104A, for example, may be 

15 supplied in data feeds by television distribution system pro
viders working in conjunction with DSTB 106 technology 
providers. Program data 704 supplied to the advertising mea
surement system 302 may originate from cable operators, 
advertising media firms, and other third-party data providers 

The need to rebalance partitions may arise because some 
shards become overloaded, or because additional partitions 
are created. In both cases, the sequence perfonned by a par
tition to be rebalanced can be conducted as follows: obtain a 
new hash algorithm from the middle tier 304, accounting for 
additional partitions; generate a list of households 102 to be 
moved to different partitions and output them into multiple 
files, one for every destination partition; when households 
102 are added to new target partition, obtain a signal from the 25 

middle tier 304 and delete the moved household 102 from the 

20 who communicate daily or periodic data feeds of scheduled 
television program data, for example. Such data may identify 
what was scheduled to air on each television charmel. In 
addition, files containing replacement data for actual pro-
grams aired (as ran logs) can be communicated after (e.g., 
three weeks after) the scheduled program data 704 is com
municated. This data can be combined with other data 

source partition. This algorithm may be applied to all existing 
partitions. 

With reference to FIG. 7, multiple data feeds may flow into 
the advertising measurement system 302 from various busi
ness partners, vendors and other external applications or data 
sources 312 on a continuous basis. The system 302 may 
acquire data stream feeds on a predefined frequency and 
timeframe from the external applications and data sources 
312 including the following types of data, for example and 
without limitation: clickstream data 702 (e.g., in the context 
of television programming, this may be data generated by the 
DSTB 106 which provides detailed information about a click
ing event such as changing the television channel-it may 
specifY a cable box ID, time of the event, active channels, or 
other data); program data 704 including scheduled program 
data and actual program data (a "program" or "programming" 
may be defined as a specific piece of content such as 
"Friends" episode #100, for example, which is a television 
program); advertising data 706 such as ad schedules; pur
chase data 708 such as purchase type data, purchase infonna
tion data, or product category data; demographics data 710; 
and/or other data 712 such as marketing or markets data, 
zones (MSO) data, or many other types of data. 

streams to calculate ad campaign efficiency and ROI impact, 
among other measurements. 

Advertising data 706 supplied to the advertising measure-
30 ment system 302 may originate from periodic raw data files 

received directly from television networks (e.g., CBS) which 
may be sent via electronic mail as a flat file with post pro
gramming data (actual program data) and ad data or may be 
derived from user input. Unless available from the television 

35 network, ad schedule data can be provided by advertising 
customers along with advertising campaign definitions as 
entered through the user interface functionality of the presen
tation tier 308 of the system 302, for example. A sample of an 
ad schedule as entered by a user through the presentation tier 

40 308 is shown in FIG. 8. Campaign definitions may be used for 
advertising based analyses and campaigns may include one or 
more ads. 

Purchase data 708 supplied to the advertising measurement 
system 302 may be provided by consumer goods data scan-

45 ning and data vendors. The purchase data 708 may include 
purchase data types and product categories which can be used 
to cross-correlate consumer buying patterns with data such as 
household 102 and program and charmel viewing patterns 
obtained from DSTB 106 clickstream data to measure mar-
keting and ROI impact. In certain embodiments, category/ 
product selections may be presented to users 326 to identifY 
which universal product codes ("UPCs") have associated data 
and which UPC codes to assign to different product brands. 
Purchase type data may represent static data used to designate 

Upon receiving the data, the system 302 may execute vari- 50 

ous algorithms 714 (as previously described herein) for initial 
data cleaning, editing, quality assurance and fonnatting pur
poses. Also, data and other information obtained from the 
data feeds can be loaded into and stored in the data access tier 
306 for ready access to perform various measurements, cal
culations, report generation, and other uses within the system 
302 such as various user interface applications of the presen
tation tier 308. 

55 the data grouping as "CPG" (consumer packaged goods), 
"durable goods", or "Auto", for example. Purchase type data 
classification can be used to group data from other streams to 
allow raw tuning and program viewing data to be analyzed in 
tenns of marketing and ROI impact, for example. Examples 

60 of purchase data 708 are shown in FIGS. 9 A through 9C (FI G. 
9A illustrates a mapping between UPC and product category; 
FIG. 9B illustrates a mapping between UPC and brand of 
product; and, FIG. 9C illustrates a sample purchase category 

In the process of receiving and processing data, the adver
tising measurement system 302 may preserve the original raw 
data while making a copy of the original raw data set. The 
algorithms 714 may be applied to the data set to format or 
prepare the prior to system 302 data load, and data within each 
feed may be validated prior to system 302 data load. Initially, 
data extraction may be performed to store the data in a landing 65 

area of the system 302. Once the data is extracted to the 
landing area, there are numerous transfonnations that may be 

format). 
Data feeds including demographic data 710 can be pro

vided by multiple sources including cable operators, the 
United States Census Bureau, credit agencies, advertising 
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customers and other third-party data providers. The demo
graphic data 710 can be combined with other data streams to 
allow the raw tuning and program viewing data to be analyzed 

22 
In another example, a geographic area table may be pro

vided to define geographic areas, their names and types. A 
sample geographic area table is shown in FIG. 14A. Also, a 
geographic area ZIP codes table may be used to determine 
which ZIP codes belong to certain geographic areas. This 
table may be used in connection with queries and reports that 
require geographic filtering. A sample of a geographic ZIP 
codes table is shown in FIG. 14B. 

In certain embodiments, a clickstream table may be pro-
10 vided to contain raw clickstream data. The raw clickstream 

in terms of marketing and ROI impact. In certain embodi
ments, the same demographic data 710 per household 102 
may be used and stored for the entire report period being 
measured, even when the demographic data 710 may have 
changed during that period. The demographic data 710 used 
are those that applied for the mid-day of the report, for 
example. Demographic data 710 profiles can be preserved 
within the system 302 to create the ability to view old reports 
using the then-current demographic data 710 profiles. In cer
tain embodiments, if the demographic data 710 has changed 
during a reporting interval, then the system 302 may use the 
most recent demographic data 710 available for reporting 15 

purposes. The demographic data 710 can be applied at any 
geographic level, and may include data such as, for example 
and without limitation: state, county, ZIP Code, ZIP code 

data may be completely decomposed into the ad viewing and 
program viewing tables during extraction, transformation and 
loading processes performed by the middle tier 304 of the 
system 302. An example of a clickstream table is shown in 
FIG. 15. 

In various embodiments, the ad viewing, program viewing, 
and purchases tables can be subject to partitioning and placed 
into shards. The remaining tables mayor may not be parti
tioned, and may be maintained either only in the middle tier 
304 database, such as in the case of the geographic area table; 
or may be replicated to every partition, such as in the case of 

( +4), precinct, voting district, city, block group, block, census 
block, census tract, markets, or other like data. 20 

Other data 712 communicated to the advertising measure
ment system 302 may include market data. For example, there 
are different designated television market areas across the 
United States, typically defined by county. Zone data may 25 

also be communicated to the system 302. Zone data is an 
MSO specific definition of markets within the customer base 

the households table and the geographic area ZIP codes. 
Certain fully replicated tables may be designed sufficiently 
small to be loaded into and maintained in fast access memory, 
rather than on a slower data storage medium such as a disk 
based file system. This approach may be employed to 
improve the performance of queries and report generation by 
the system 302. of the MSO and can be supplied by each individual MSO. 

Users 326 may be permitted to specifY zone data when defin
ing the target group for any report. 

In various embodiments of the advertising measurement 
system 302, data stored in the system 302 may be organized 
into various table structures for ready access and processing 
of the stored data, such as for generating reports through the 
presentation tier 30S, for example. Many reports offered and 
generated through the system 302 require ad hoc demo
graphic, geographic and consumer-specific data filtering, 
making it challenging to aggregate data or pre-calculate cer
tain results. For example, relevant target households 102 
matching numerous demographic criteria comprising many 
different demographic elements may need to be selected and 
processed in real-time. Even if a general population is the 
basis of a query, households 102 may be limited by geo
graphic criteria. Subsequently, many queries may be centered 
on ad viewing or program viewing fact tables which reflect 
instances of a DSTB 106 viewing of advertising content such 
as commercials and program airings. As shown in FIG. 10, the 
ad viewing table contains basic facts about a program viewing 
event (e.g., viewing start time, household ID, and DSTB ID, 
ad airing ID (and the associated program ID foreign keys), 
viewing duration, jump-in second, and number of stay away 
seconds). The viewing start field can be calculated as a num
ber of seconds. The household ID and the DSTB ID can be 
combined into a single four-byte field, leaving one byte for 
the DSTB ID within a household. Viewing start and jump-in 
second data can be used to calculate the ad airing start. The 
viewing duration and stay away second data complete the 
data set. The program viewing table has similar structure and 
its relationships are shown on the sample table illustrated in 
FIG.H. 

An example of a purchases table is shown in FIG. 12 which 
contains purchases made by household 102. Also, an example 
of a households table is shown in FIG. 13. The households 
table may be used to maintain information about individual 
households 102 and household-specific demographics. For 
compactness, demographic elements may be preserved in the 
table as individual bits in a demographic bitmap. 

Additional table structures which may be employed in the 
30 advertising measurement system 302 include, for example 

and without limitation, the following sample tables: an ads 
table (see FIG. 16); an ad airings table (see FIG. 17); a 
campaigns table (see FIG. IS); a channels table (see FIG. 19); 
a clients table (see FIG. 20); a dayparts table (see FIG. 21); a 

35 networks table (see FIG. 22); a product categories table (see 
FIG. 23); a products table (see FIG. 24); a purchases table (see 
FIG. 25); a program airing table (see FIG. 26); a programs 
table (see FIG. 27); a report selection criteria table (which 
shows various report characteristics that can be selected or 

40 uses for generating reports-see FIG. 2S); an audience reten
tion report table (for use with generating an audience reten
tion report-see FIG. 29); an ROI report table (for use with 
generating ROI reports-see FIG. 30); an AME report table 
(for use with generating advertising/media exposure or AME 

45 reports-see FIG. 31); a DSTB intab table (for use with 
making intab calculations, for example-see FIG. 32); a 
DSTB false positive table (for use with making false positive 
algorithms, for example-see FIG. 33); and, a users table (for 
use with maintaining information for various users 326 of the 

50 system 302, for example-see FIG. 34). It can be appreciated 
that these are merely samples of table layouts, format and 
content, and many aspects of these tables may be varied or 
expanded within the scope of the invention. 

In various embodiments, the presentation tier 30S may be 
55 web-based and configured to respond to many different kinds 

of user 326 interaction, such as gathering information from 
the user 326, sending the user information to business ser
vices of the middle tier 304 for processing, receiving results 
from the middle tier 304, and presenting those results to the 

60 user 326. The presentation tier 30S may employ a number of 
web applications which involve the middle tier 304 receiving, 
processing, storing, and communicating data with the presen
tation tier 30S. In certain embodiments, the presentation tier 
30S may be used to receive requests from users 326, collect 

65 input from user interfaces, provision and administer end users 
326 and manage their entitlements, create and manage demo
graphic profiles, create and manage advertisement cam-
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paigns, execute on demand and scheduled reports, or return 
results for display at the presentation tier 308. The data pre
sentation tier 308 may be configured to allow users 326 to 
manipulate report result sets, add columns, hide colunms, sort 
colunms, change report layouts, add charts and pivot tables, 
or filter data without requiring additional access to the storage 
media of the data access tier 306, for example. Also, other 
administrative and reporting functions may be performed 
through access to the presentation tier 308, such as provision
ing and administrating client organizations, provisioning and 
administrating end users and managing their entitlements, 
creating and managing demographic profiles, and creating 
and managing advertisement campaigns. 

All or part of the following information may be displayed 
on a given report generated by the advertising measurement 
system 302: market (this will display the geographical area 
type and specific geographical area that the user 326 selected 

24 
ing can be calculated in the same manner as a program rating. 
A program cost per impression ("CPM") colunm includes the 
cost per one thousand impressions on a program basis. CPM 
may be calculated as follows: Media Cost/Number ofImpres
sions * 1000, wherein a value for Media Cost may be supplied 
by the user 326. A commercial CPM colunm includes a cost 
per one thousand impressions for a campaign and can be 
calculated in a manner similar to the program CPM value. The 
user 326 may supply the cost per advertisement, which is a 

10 subset of a campaign. A perfect play percentage column 
includes the percentage of viewers that watched a commercial 
in its entirety. A switch away percentage colunm includes the 
percentage of viewers that switched away from the advertise
ment while it was playing. A jump in percentage column 

15 includes the percentage of viewers that switched to the chan
nel while the advertisement was playing. A modal switch 
away second colunm includes the number of seconds after the 
commercial started playing when viewers switched away 
from the commercial most often. 

to generate the report); target group (this will display the 
demographic options selected); time frame (this will display 
whether a broadcasting day, week, month or other period was 20 

selected); name of schedule (the name of the schedule used to 
generate the report); intab sample size (this will display the 
sample size of the target group); date report run (date and time 
that the report was generated); and/or, user name (the user 
name of the current user 326 of the system 302). 

In certain embodiments, the audience retention report may 
also include a stay away colunm indicating the percentage of 
viewers that switched away from the advertisement while it 
was playing and did not return to the channel the advertise
ment was playing on for at least an hour (or another prede-

25 tennined time period). Also, a stay away seconds colunm may 
provide an indication of the average number of seconds that 
the viewer user stayed away, for those viewers who switched 
away from the advertisement while it was playing and 

In certain embodiments, an audience retention report may 
be generated by the advertising measurement system 302 for 
access and display through the presentation tier 308, for 
example. The audience retention or AR report measures how 
well an ad maintains its audience without switching away 30 

based on when and how the ad is delivered and the ad creative 

returned to the channel on which the advertisement was play
ing within an hour. 

The audience retention report may also take into account a 
ratings threshold, so that if the report output is to be grouped 
by program or network (or both), programs and networks that 
are infrequently watched can be filtered out of the report. 

itself. Several examples of audience retention reports are 
displayed in FIGS. 35A-35C2. The audience retention report 
may use the following data as inputs, for example: campaign 
data, if applicable; time selection; report date range; geogra
phy; demographics; colunm selection; weighted or 
unweighted statistics; ad airing selection; included/excluded 
media list/ratings threshold; and, desired report groupings 
(e.g., by daypart, network or channel, program, half hour, or 
target/total). A daypart is a segregation of a broadcasting 
week into different hour and day parts. Examples of potential 
daypart options are shown in the tabulation of FIG. 36 (these 
dayparts may be applicable to a variety of different reports 
generated by the system 302). The system 302 may then 
process the input data and return audience retention report 
calculations. This processing may include matching click
stream data 702 and/or applying one or more algorithms 714 
(e.g., false positive; outage vs. surfing; multiset edit (MSE); 
census weighting; projection to population; lead lag time 
optimization; conformance to existing statistics; or others). 

For example, in generating the audience retention report in 
a specified fonnat, a first colunm may include selection cri
teria of the user 326 (e.g., by daypart, network, program, etc.). 
For each instance of a selection, a target record and a general 
record can be created and an audience colunm can identify 
which record is the target record (labeled as "Target"), and 
which record is the general record (labeled as "Total"). The 
"Target" group and the "Total" group each may have their 
own calculated statistics. A sample size colunm includes the 
number of households 102 who watched at least part of the 
advertisement defined by the advertising campaign selected 
by the user 326. A program rating column includes the rating 
for the television program associated with the advertisement. 

35 Also, if the report output is to be grouped by program or 
network, and a ratings threshold is selected, then the user 326 
may be able to add programs to an included media list (if 
grouping by program) or networks to an included media list 
(if grouping by network). Adding a program/network to an 

40 included media list causes that program/network to always 
appear on the report, regardless of the ratings threshold. Like
wise, if the report output is to be grouped by program or 
network, and a ratings threshold is selected, then the user 326 
may be pennitted to add programs to an excluded media list 

45 (if grouping by program) or networks to an excluded media 
list (if grouping by network). This is similar to the concept of 
an included media list, except that adding a program/network 
to an excluded list will cause that program/network to never 
appear on the report, regardless of the ratings threshold. Cam-

50 paigns and advertisements used in various reports may be 
entered by the user 326 in advance, including times and 
channels advertisements were aired, for example. Also, spe
cific measurements may be limited to the amount and scope of 
data correlated to the DSTB 106 data or demographic data 

55 710, for example. 
In the audience retention report, sample size may be deter

mined by selecting all of the DSTBs 106 that fall under the 
given selection of input data (e.g., matching geographic, 
demographic and/or consumer-specific inputs). The system 

60 302 may then count the DSTBs 106 that meet the selected 
criteria and the number of matching target DSTBs 106 can be 
displayed on the report. If the total grouping feature is also 
enabled, then the total DSTBs 106 can be displayed on the 

A rating colunm includes the percentage of households 102 in 
the population tuned to the row-identified time interval, 65 

source, or content averaged over the report period. A com
mercial rating includes a rating for the commercial. The rat-

total row of the report. 
In certain embodiments, a reach frequency report may be 

generated by the advertising measurement system 302. A 
reach frequency or RF report may be designed to measure 
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how many times an ad is exposed in a household 102 and how 
many households 102 are reached by that exposure. 
Examples of reach frequency reports are displayed in FIGS. 
37A and 37B. The reach frequency report may use the fol
lowing data as inputs, for example: campaign data, if appli
cable; time selection; report date range; geography; demo
graphics; colunm selection; weighted or unweighted 
statistics; ad airing selection; included/excluded media list! 
ratings threshold; frequency grouping and selection; and, 
desired report groupings (e.g., by daypart, network or chan
nel, program, half hour, or target!total). 

The system 302 may generate the reach frequency report in 
a specified fonnat, including colunms for audience (noting 
which record is the target record and which record is the 
general or total record); cost (this is the reported cost of the 
advertisements that were aired during the given time period); 
rating points (this is the sum of all ratings for the advertise
ment over the report period); cost per impression (CPM-this 
is the cost to the advertiser for one thousand impressions); 
impressions (the total number of impressions received by a 
population); average frequency (this statistic is the average 
number of times that the target households viewed the 
selected advertisement out of those who saw the advertise
ment at least once); and, frequency (of the all the selected 
households who saw at least one ad airing, this is the percent
age of households who were exposed to between Y and Z 
airings). 

In certain embodiments, a return on investment or ROI 
report may be generated by the advertising measurement 
system 302. The ROI report can be created on demand and 
allow users to detennine how purchasing habits of a target 
group of consumers changed as the result of viewing an 
advertisement. The ROI report can be configured to compare 
the ROI achieved under different scenarios of target house
hold 102 demographics and ad delivery. This will allow users 
326, such as advertisers, to see which parts of the day, on 
which channels, during which programs airing advertise
ments aimed at a target group, or other demographics data 
yielded the best returns on investment. Examples of ROI 
reports are displayed in FIGS. 38A and 38B. 

The ROI report may use the following data as inputs, for 
example: time selection (current and base period); report date 
range; purchase data; user type (heavy, medium, or light 
category purchase rate); user loyalty; and/or, report groupings 
(e.g., by daypart, network or channel, or frequency). The 
system 302 may generate the RO I report in a specified format, 
including one or more of the following columns or data fields: 
first grouping criteria; second grouping criteria (if appli
cable); percentage target reach (the percentage of households 
102 of the selected demographic who tuned at least once over 
the base report period to the specified advertisement); target 
average frequency (out of the households 102 that viewed the 
advertisement at least once, this is the average number of 
times that a household 102 within the selected demographic 
viewed the advertisement within the base report period); tar
get rating points (the sum of ratings for the advertisement over 
the base report period); cost per thousand impressions (CPM) 
targets (the cost to the advertiser for one thousand impres
sions from households 102 in the target demographic); 
increasers as percentage of targets reached (the percentage of 
households 102 in the target group that increased their level of 
purchasing of the product advertised between the base period 
and the current period); percentage increase in purchase rev
enue among targets (of the target population that increased 
spending, the percentage increase of money spent on a certain 
brand between the base period and the current period); ROI 
(return on investment on the specified advertising); and/or, 

26 
ROI Index (ROI for the specific media vehicle or type versus 
the average ROI for all media employed by the brand during 
the time period specified and within other report filters the 
user 326 has specified). The user 326 can be provided with 
additional parameters to manipulate to allow the user 326 to 
calculate an ROI measurement consistent with a specific 
approach of the user 326 to calculating ROI (e.g., based on 
total retail sales dollars versus incremental retail sales dollars, 
gross or net revenue, with or without long-tenn advertising 

10 effects multiplier, with or without consumer lifetime value 
(CLY), and many others). 

In certain embodiments, an advertising/media exposure 
report or AME report may be generated by the advertising 
measurement system 302. The AME report may be designed 

15 to measure how well an ad delivery schedule reaches the 
desired target audience. Examples of AME reports are dis
played in FIGS. 39A and 39B. The AME report may use the 
following data as inputs, for example: time selection; report 
date range; geography; demographics; colunm selection; 

20 weighted or unweighted statistics; included/excluded media 
list/ratings threshold; minimum tuning parameter; and/or, 
grouping (e.g., by daypart, network or chaunel, or frequency). 
The system 302 may generate the AME report in a specified 
format, including one or more of the following colunms or 

25 data fields: selection (the first colunm includes the user 326 
selection criteria, listing the dayparts, half hours or programs 
that are applicable to the analysis); household rating (the 
percentage of households 102 using DSTBs 106 during a 
specific daypart, half-hour, or were watching a specific pro-

30 gram divided by the total households 106); household rating 
index (a measurement of the rating of the target group with 
respect to the rating of the entire population); households 
using television (HUT is the percentage of all households 102 
tuned into any channel during a time period); household share 

35 is the percentage of households 102 tuned to a particular 
channel during a daypart divided by the total households 102 
tuned to any channel during the same daypart; reach is the 
percentage of households 102 tuned to the identified time 
interval, source, or content of households using television); 

40 cumulative reach (CUME is the number of distinct house
holds 102 tuned sometime during the daypart to the specified 
channel divided by the total number of households 102). 
Ratings and share calculations described herein may also be 
made per average second or in response to another suitable 

45 time period. 
In certain embodiments, a true target index or TTl report 

may be generated by the advertising measurement system 
302. The TTl report analyzes the target composition of alter
native media environments across large number of different 

50 target groups in a single report. The TTl report may be con
figured to compare the efficiency of reaching the true target 
audience (e.g., defined by demographics, purchase history, 
etc.) by different ad delivery means (e.g., channel, program, 
time of day, etc.). The TTl report may allow users to compare 

55 the effectiveness of defined advertising campaigns against 
each other when shown during specific shows via a rating 
index (described below). Advertisers can use this infonnation 
to reallocate advertising dollars to television programs with 
increased exposure to a target audience. Examples of TTl 

60 reports are displayed in FIGS. 40A and 40B. 
The TTl report may use the following data as inputs, for 

example: campaign data; time selection (current and base 
period); report date range; consumer purchase data; user type 
(e.g., heavy, medium, light category purchase); user loyalty 

65 (may be measured as SOR or share of requirements, meaning 
the percentage share that the household 102 spends in a given 
product category or on a given product brand); report group-
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ings (e.g., daypart, network or channel, frequency). The TTl 
report may be generated in a specified format including col
unms or data fields for program (the first colunm may be an 
enumeration of the programs that are shown during the 
selected time period); and, a campaign rating index (for each 
advertising campaign that is set up by the user executing the 
report). 

28 
number ofDSTBs 106 that tuned to any part of the ad airing); 
and, program partial play seconds (average number of total 
seconds tuned by DSTBs 106 to a program airing versus the 
length of the program). 

Program metrics for program switch away, program jump 
in, program perfect play, program no play, program partial 
play, program stay away seconds, and program stayed away 
may be provided which correspond analogously to metrics 
defined for ad airings. In the context of programs, equivalent 

A number of pre-calculations, system processing algo
rithms, and post user input processing may occur throughout 
the generation of the reports. In generating the reports, vari
ous data may be appended to a household 102, which can then 
be distributed across analyzed segments according to the 
report parameters. For example, some parameter values 
specifY analysis of the viewership of discrete household 102 
populations; while others split a single household 102 view
ership across multiple dimensions. 

10 behavior can be readily modified to metrics such as average 
percentage of total program tuned, average percentage of ad 
time tuned, average percentage of ads tuned/missed, and aver
age number of switch-aways, among others. 

One example of a metric is a rating. A rating defines what 
15 percentage of the total possible audience tunes to a time 

period of interest. Time period can be defined by one or more 
program airings, commercial airings, dayparts, or arbitrary 
time intervals. Ratings can be based on a single channel or 
multiple channels. Ratings can be by DSTB 106, by house-

In association with various embodiments of the invention, 
FIG. 41 illustrates an example of a login screen that may be 
presented to users 326 upon first accessing the presentation 
tier 308 of the advertising measurement system 302. FIG. 42 
illustrates an example of a demographic selections screen 
display that permits the user 326 to make various selections 
associated with the kind of reports or calculations that the user 
326 wants to generate in connection with using the system 
302. FIG. 43 illustrates an example of a campaigns screen 25 

display that permits the user 326 to manage various advertis
ing campaigns which the user 326 is permitted to access 
through the system 302. FIG. 44 includes an example of an 
included media screen display that allows users 326 to specify 
which programming content or television shows should be 30 

included or excluded from analyses or reports generated in 
connection with the system 302. FIG. 45 shows an example of 

20 hold 102, or by households 102 having applied a multi-STB 
edit algorithm, for example. The ratings can be aggregated as 
the rating per average second, per average minute, etc. The 
generalized formula below describes the idea of average sec
ond household ratings: 

a purchaser targets screen display that can be used to make 
certain selections regarding the purchasing behavior, for 
example, of households 102 involved in a given analysis. FIG. 35 

46 includes an example of a targets screen display which may 
be used in connection with generating a true target index 
(TTl) report. FIGS. 47 A and 47B include examples of screen 
displays which may be used for generating ROI reports in 
connection with the system 302. FIG. 48 includes an example 40 

of a filter screen display that can be employed in generating 
various reports or conducting various analysis win connec
tion with the system 302. 

Various metrics or formulas may be calculated in connec
tion with various embodiments of the invention. Non-limiting 45 

examples of these metrics include perfect play (percentage of 
DSTBs 106 that also tuned unbrokenly to the first and to the 
last second of an ad airing compared to the number ofDSTBs 
106 that tuned to any part of the ad airing); switch away 
(percentage ofDSTBs 106 that tuned to the first second of an 50 

ad but switched away before the last second, compared to the 
number ofDSTBs 106 that tuned to any part of the ad airing); 
jump in (percentage of DSTBs 106 that tuned to the last 
second of the ad airing but not to the first second compared to 
the number of DSTBs 106 that tuned to any part of the ad 55 

airing); average stay away seconds (average number of sec
onds the DS TBs 106 stayed away from a channel after switch
ing away from the given ad airing); stayed away (percentage 
of those DSTBs 106 that switched away from a channel and 
did not return to that channel for X hours, wherein X can be a 60 

settable parameter, such as one hour); no play (for a given ad 
that aired in a given program, the percentage ofDSTBs 106 
that tuned to that program for at least X seconds ex being a 
settable parameter such as 600 seconds), but that missed 
being tuned to that ad); partial play (percentage ofDSTBs 106 65 

that were tuned to any part of an ad airing but did not tune to 
either the first or the last second of the ad, compared to the 

.L seconds_tuned 

RATING = _-;-H_H_-;-_---:-_=. 
total_seconds * number_HH 

A program/network CPM can be calculated by determin
ing the number of ad airings from the selected campaign that 
were aired during a given program or network during the 
selected time interval. This can be done by examining the 
households 102 that have been selected in accordance with 
the input data. Next, these households 102 may be filtered to 
determine which households 102 watched at least part of an 
ad airing during a particular program or on a certain network. 
This can be calculated by taking the ad airings times and 
overlaying them onto clickstream data 702 from the appro
priate households 102 and determining if a household was 
tuned into a given program/network. Using the cost ratio of ad 
airings belonging to a selected campaign, and the number of 
impressions gained during a program or network, the system 
302 can calculate the program/network CPM as follows: 

Program/ NetworkCPM = 

elmpressions* inputCPM associatedAds 

___ --'I"'O"'OO'-----c::-__ ccto"-ta=I'--'A"'ds'----- d 000 
numPro/ Net numHHs 

.L .L impressionij 
i=l )=1 

wherein, numProlNet is the number of instances of programs 
during the selected time period (if the selection is network, 
then this variable is 1); numHHs is the number of households 
102 that fall under the inputted graphic information; elmpres
sions is the expected number of impressions (this may be 
input by the user 326 when an advertisement campaign is 
created); inputCPM is the expected CPM, based in elmpres
sions (data input by user); impressions equals 1 if HHi 
watched any portion ofProgramj or Networkj , or equals 0 ifit 
did not; associatedAds is the number of ad airings associated 
with a given program or network that belong to the given 
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advertisement; and, totalAds is the number of ad airings that 
belong to the given advertisement. 

In a like manner, commercial CPM may be calculated as 
follows: 

elmpressions * inputCPM associatedAds 

CommercialCPM = ___ -=-I"'OO"'O'c-----:-:,,---_*_-_--"t-o'-'t~al~A_:::;ds==_ .1000 
associatedAds numHHs 

~ ~ impressionij 
i=l )=1 

30 
consumer switched the channel before the ad airing was over. 
The switch away percentage is the numberofDSTBs 106 that 
started watching an ad airing but did not finish (detennined by 
comparing the time spans of the DSTB 106 viewing versus 

5 the playing time of an ad airing), divided by the number of 
DSTBs 106 that watched at least part of an ad airing, as 
follows: 

10 numAdAirings numSTBs 

~ ~ viewStartij 
i=l )=1 

SwitchAway = -~--:-----'--:=--
numAdAirings numSTBs 

wherein, numHHs is the number of households 102 that fall 
under the inputted graphic information; eImpressions is the 15 

expected number of impressions (data input by user); 
inputCPM is the expected CPM, based in eImpressions (data 
input by user when an advertisement campaign is created); 
impressiol\) equals 1 if HHi watched any portion of AdAir
ing), or equals 0 if it did not; associatedAds is the number of 20 

ad airings that aired during the given time selection that 
belong to the given advertisement; and, totalAds is the num
ber of ad airings that belong to the given advertisement. 

2.: 2.: viewPartu 
i=l )=1 

whereinnumAdAirings is the number of ad airings defined by 
the campaign; numSTBs is the number ofDSTBs 106 that fall 
under the input data; viewStart equals 1 if STBi watched the 
beginning of AdAiring) but did not finish, or equals 0 if this is 
not the case; and, viewPart equals 1 if STBi watched at least 
some portion of AdAiring), or equals 0 if it did not. 

A jump in percentage can be calculated by examining the 
DSTBs 106 that have been selected in accordance with the 
input data. These DSTBs 106 may be filtered to detennine 
which DSTBs 106 watched at least part of an ad airing. This 

A perfect play percentage may calculated by examining the 
DSTBs 106 that have been selected in accordance with the 25 

input data. These DSTBs 106 may be filtered to detennine 
which DSTBs 106 watched at least part of an ad airing. This 
can be done by taking the ad airings times and overlaying 
them onto clickstream data 702 from the appropriate DSTBs 
106to detennine if a DSTB 106 was tuned into a channel that 
an ad airing was playing on at the same time that an ad airing 
was playing. Next, the DSTB 106 may be further examined to 
determine if the time span that the DSTB 106 was watching 
the channel started before and ended after the time of the 
given ad airing. The perfect play percentage can be calculated 
as the number ofDSTBs 106 that watched an entire ad airing 
(detennined by comparing the time spans of the DSTB 106 
viewing versus the playing time of an ad airing) divided by the 
number of DSTBs 106 that watched at least part of an ad 
airing, as follows: 

numAdAirings numSTBs 

~ ~ viewWholeu 
i=l )=1 

PetfectPlay = --,--,-:-,-,-------'--==----
numAdAirings numSTBs 

2.: 2.: viewPartu 
i=l )=1 

can be done by taking the ad airings times and overlaying 
them onto clickstream data 702 from the appropriate DSTBs 
106 and detennining if a DS TB 106 was tnned to a channel on 

30 which an ad airing was playing on at the same time that the ad 
airing was playing. The DSTB 106 can be further examined to 
determine if the time span that the DSTB 106 was watching 
the channel started after the given ad airing started. This 
signifies that the consumer switched onto the channel that the 

35 ad airing was on television during the ad airing. The jump in 
percentage can be calculated as the number of DSTBs 106 
that started watching an ad airing starting in the middle of the 
ad airing (determined by comparing the time spans of the 
DSTB 106 viewing versus the playing time of an ad airing), 

40 divided by the number of DSTBs 106 that watched at least 
part of an ad airing, as follows: 

45 

numAdAirings numSTBs 

~ ~ viewAjterStart;j 
i=l )=1 

Jumpln = ---,--:-:-------
numAdAirings numSTBs 

2.: 2.: viewPartu 
i=l )=1 

whereinnumAdAirings is the number of ad airings defined by 50 

the campaign; numSTBs is the number ofDSTBs 106 that fall 
under the input data; viewWhole equals 1 if STBi watched 
AdAiring)n its entirety, or equals 0 ifit did not; and, viewPart 
equals 1 if STBi watched at least some portion of AdAiring), 

whereinnumAdAirings is the number of ad airings defined by 
the campaign; numSTBs is the number ofDSTBs 106 that fall 
under the input data; viewAfterStart equals 1 ifSTB i watched 
part of AdAiring) but was not watching when the ad airing 

or equals 0 if it did not. 
A switch away percentage can be calculated by examining 

the DSTBs 106 that have been selected in accordance with the 
input data. These DSTBs 106 may be filtered to detennine 
which DSTBs 106 watched at least part of an ad airing. This 
can be done by taking the ad airings times and overlaying 
them onto clickstream data 702 from the appropriate DSTBs 
106 and determining if a DS TB 106 was tuned to a channel on 
which an ad airing was playing at the same time the ad airing 
was playing. Next, the DSTB 106 may be further examined to 
determine if the time span that the DSTB 106 was watching 
the channel started before the given ad airing started, and 
ended before the given ad airing ended. This signifies that the 

55 started, or equals 0 if this is not the case; and, view Part equals 
1 if STBi watched at least some portion of AdAiringp or 
equals 0 if it did not. 

A modal switch away second can be calculated by exam
ining the DSTBs 106 that have been selected in accordance 

60 with the input data. These DSTBs 106 may be filtered to 
determine which DSTBs 106 watched at least part of an ad 
airing. This can be done by taking the ad airings times and 
overlaying them onto clickstream data 702 from the appro
priate DSTBs 106 anddetennining if a DSTB 106 was tuned 

65 to a channel on which an ad airing was playing on at the same 
time that the ad airing was playing. The DSTB 106 can be 
further examined to detennine if the time span that the DSTB 
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input data. These DSTBs 106 may be filtered to detennine 
which DSTBs 106 watched at least part of an ad airing. This 
can be done by taking the ad airings times and overlaying 
them onto clickstream data 702 from the appropriate DSTBs 
106 and detennining if a DS TB 106 was tnned to a channel on 
which an ad airing was playing on at the same time that the ad 
airing was playing. After this has been detennined, the DSTB 
106 can be further examined to detennine if the time span 
when the DSTB 106 was watching the channel ended before 

106 was watching the channel ended before the given ad 
airing ended. This signifies that the consumer switched the 
channel during the ad airing. Furthennore, how far into the ad 
airing the switch occurred can be determined. Then, after 
examining all DSTBs 106, determine at which second most 
DSTB 106 users switched the channel. The modal switch 
away second can be calculated as the number of seconds after 
the commercial started that most DSTBs 106 switched away 
from the ad airing, which is equal to the kth second that is used 
to maximize the following function: 

numAdAirings numSTBs 

MAXkA~dSl econds '\' '\' . h .L....J .L....J swltc ijk 

10 the given ad airing ended. This signifies that the consumer 
switched away from the channel during the ad airing. If this is 
the case, how long it was until the DSTB 106 tuned back to the 
channel that the ad airing was on can be determined. The 
stayed away seconds can be calculated as the average number 

i=l )=1 
15 of seconds that it took for a DSTB 106 to return to a channel 

after it switched away during a given ad airing, out of the 
DSTBs 106 that returned within an hour of the switch away, 
as follows: whereinnumAdAirings is the number of ad airings defined by 

the advertisement; numSTBs is the number of DSTBs 106 
that fall under the input data; AdSeconds is the total number 20 

of seconds in the ad airing; switchijk equals 1 ifSTB i watched 
part of AdAiringj and switched to another channel during 
second k, or equals 0 if this is not the case; and, MAXb~,afi is 
a function that returns the greatest value of fi' starting by using 
input parameter b for i and incrementing by one up until input 25 

parameter a. 

numAdAirings numSTBsSwitchj 

~ ~ secondsStayA way 
i=l )=1 

StayAwaySeconds = ------,--,-,----------
numAdAirings 

2.: numSTBsSwitch; 
i=l 

whereinnumAdAirings is the number of ad airings defined by 
the campaign; numSTBsSwitched, is the number of DSTBs 

30 106 that fall under the input data, who also switched away 
during the AdAiring i and returned to the channel within an 
hour of the time of the switch; and, secondsStayAway is the 
number of seconds that STBj stayed away from the channel 

A stay away value can be calculated by examining the 
DSTBs 106 that have been selected in accordance with the 
input data. These DSTBs 106 may be filtered to detennine 
which DSTBs 106 watched at least part of an ad airing. This 
can be done by taking the ad airings times and overlaying 
them onto clickstream data 702 from the appropriate DSTBs 
106 and determining if a DS TB 106 was tuned to a channel on 
which an ad airing was playing on at the same time that the ad 
airing was playing. The DSTB 106 can be further examined to 35 

determine if the time span that the DSTB 106 was watching 
the channel ended before the given ad airing ended. This 
signifies that the consumer switched away from the channel 
during the ad airing. If this is the case, how long it was nntil 
the DS TB 106 tuned back to the channel that the ad airing was 

that AdAiring i . 

Cost can be calculated by detennining the number of ad 
airings from the selected campaign that were aired during the 
selected time interval. Using the expected number of impres
sions, the expected CPM, and detennining the fraction of ad 
airings in a campaign that are selected by the inputted time 

on can be determined. The stay away percentage can be 
calculated as the number ofDSTBs 106 that started watching 

40 frame and grouping, the system 302 can calculate the cost of 
the given ad airings, as follows: 

an ad airing at some point during the ad airing and then 
switched away for at least an hour before returning (deter
mined by comparing the time spans of the DSTB 106 viewing 45 

versus the playing time of an ad airing), divided by the num
ber ofDSTBs 106 that watched at least part of an ad airing, as 
follows: 

Cost = elmpressions* inputCPM * associatedAds 
1000 -t-ot-al'--A-'-ds-

wherein eImpressions is the expected number of impressions 
(data input by user); inputCPM is expected CPM, based in 

numAdAirings numSTBs 

~ ~ viewStayAwaYij 
i=l )=1 

StayedAway = ------:...,.,,---,------=:----
numAdAirings numSTBs 

2.: 2.: viewPart;j 

50 eImpressions (data input by user when an advertisement is 
created); associatedAds is the number of ad airings that aired 
during the given time selection that belong to the given adver
tisement; and, totalAds is the number of ad airings that belong 
to the given advertisement. 

i=l )=1 
55 

whereinnumAdAirings is the number of ad airings defined by 
the campaign; numSTBs is the number ofDSTBs 106 that fall 
under the input data; viewStayAwayequals 1 ifSTB i watched 60 

part of AdAiringj , switched the channel before the ad airing 
ended, and stayed off the channel for at least an hour, or 
equals 0 if this is not the case; and, viewPart equals 1 ifSTB i 

watched at least some portion of AdAiringj , or equals 0 if it 
did not. 65 

A stay away seconds value can be calculated by examining 
the DSTBs 106 that have been selected in accordance with the 

Ratings points can be calculated by detennining the num
ber of ad airings from the selected campaign that were aired 
during the selected time interval and determining the rating of 
each applicable ad airing, which can be calculated as: 

~ seconds_tuned 

RATING = _-,--'-'-HH"--------,-__ -,-------=-o-o-_ 
total_seconds * number_HH 

wherein rating is the average second rating for the population 
tuning to the row-identified time interval, source, or content; 
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HH is the households in the designated population (either 
target or total); num_HH is the number of households in the 
designated population (either target or total); tunedHH is the 
total number of seconds household HH tuned to the row
designated time interval, source, or content during the report 
period; and, total_seconds is the total possible number of 
seconds in the specified time interval during which viewing 
can take place. For example, for a half-hour program that airs 
five times a week, total_seconds is 1800*5=9000 seconds. 

Next, grouping and summing the rating for all ad airings 
for specific time intervals and channels, as specified by user 
input, can be calculated as follows: 

Reportyeriod 

RatingsPoints = ~ rating j 

i=l 

wherein rating i is the average second rating for the specified 
population for the given ad airing; and, report_period is the 
number of ad airings that belong to a given time selection. 

34 
equals 1 if STBi watched any portion of AdAiringJ , or equals 
o if it did not; associatedAds is the number of ad airings that 
aired during the given time selection that belong to the given 
advertisement; and, totalAds is the number of ad airings that 
belong to the given advertisement. 

Impressions can be calculated as the number of impres
sions for a group of ad airings. An impression can be defined 
as a consumer interacting with an advertisement once for 

10 some period of time. Viewing the entire advertisement is an 
impression, while viewing a small segment of the advertise
ment is also an impression. For example, a DSTB 106 con
sumer may yield one impression per ad airing. This is deter
mined by analyzing clickstream data 702 and determining 

15 which DSTBs 106 from a selected population were able to 
view which selected ad airings. 

Average frequency can be calculated by determining the 
number of ad airings from the selected campaign that were 
aired during the selected time interval. Next, the DSTBs 106 

20 selected in accordance with the input data can be examined by 
filtering the DSTBs 106 to determine which were watched at 
least part of an ad airing. This can be done by taking the ad 
airings times and overlaying them onto clickstream data 702 
from the appropriate DSTBs 106 to determine if a DSTB 106 

Percentage target reach can be calculated by examining the 
DSTBs 106 that have been selected in accordance with the 
input data. Next, those DSTBs 106 tuned to the identified time 
interval, source, or content can be determined. Then, multi
DSTB household algorithms can be used to determine and 
count overlap of DSTBs 106 within a household 102. Divid
ing this result by the total number of DSTBs 106 that were 
selected in accordance with the input data then yields reach as 30 

follows: 

25 was tuned to a channel on which a given ad airing was being 
played. The system 302 can calculate how many times each 
DSTB 106 was tuned into one of the selected ad airings, as 
follows: 

adAirings viewingHH 

count(HH tuned) 
reach = totalTar;etHH * 100 

wherein HH_tuned is the number of distinct target house
holds that were tuned to a given time interval, source, or 
content; and, totalTargetHH is the number of distinct target 
households that exist in the graphic selection. 

Cost per impression (CPM) can be calculated by determin
ing the number of ad airings from the selected campaign that 
were aired during the selected time interval. Next, the DSTBs 
106 selected in accordance with the input data can be exam
ined by filtering these DSTBs 106 to determine which were 
watched at least part of an ad airing. This can be done by 
taking the ad airings times and overlaying them onto click
stream data 702 from the appropriate DSTBs 106 to deter
mine if a DSTB 106 was tuned to a channel on which a given 
ad airing was being played. Using the cost, ratio of ad airings 
belonging to a selected campaign, and the number of impres
sions gained during an ad airing, the system 302 can calculate 
the CPM as follows: 

elmpressions * inputCPM associatedAds 
* CPM = ___ --'I"'O"'OO"----____ -"to"'ta"'I'-'.A"'ds'--- d 000 

associatedAds numSTBs 

~ ~ impressionij 
i=l )=1 

35 

~ ~ viewedij 
)=1 i=l 

A verageFrequency = --v--:ie-w--:in-g"""OH"'"'H-:---

wherein adAirings is the number of ad amngs that are 
selected; viewingHH is the number of households that are 
selected who saw at least one part of one ad airing once; and, 

40 viewedij equals 1 ifhouseholdi viewed some part of adAiringp 
or equals 0 otherwise. 

The definition of the frequency Y-Z colunm of the report 
may depend on input received from the user 326. It enumer
ates the number of households 102 who viewed at least a part 

45 ofY airings, Y + 1 airings, ... , Z-1 airings, or Z airings. As 
many as X of these colunms may exist, depending on the input 
data. Finally, if this is the last of these X airings, the colunm 
is defined as Frequency Y-oo, which represents the number of 
households 102 who saw an ad airing Y or more times. It can 

50 be calculated by determining the number of ad airings from 
the selected campaign that were aired during the selected time 
interval. Next, the DSTBs 106 selected in accordance with the 
input data can be examined by filtering the DSTBs 106 to 
determine which were watched at least part of an ad airing. 

55 This can be done by taking the ad airings times and overlaying 
them onto clickstream data 702 from the appropriate DSTBs 
106 to determine if a DSTB 106 was tuned to a channel on 
which a given ad airing was being played. The system 302 can 
calculate how many times each DS TB 106 was tuned into one 

60 of the selected ad airings ad airing, or how many DSTBs 106 
viewed an ad airing between Y and Z times, as follows: 

wherein numSTBs is the number of DSTBs 106 that fall 
under the input data; eImpressions is the expected number of 65 

impressions (entered by user); inputCPM is the expected 
CPM, based in eImpressions (input by user); impressions 

viewingHH 

FrequencyYZ= ~ viewYZ; 
i=l 
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-continued 

(

GdA;,;ng, ) 

viewedYZ; = f ~ viewedu, Y, Z 
;=1 

wherein adAirings is the number of ad amngs that are 
selected; viewingHH is the number of households that are 
selected who saw at least one part of one ad airing once; 
viewedij equals 1 ifhouseholdi viewed some part of adAiringp 
or equals 0 otherwise; and, viewedYZ i equals 1 if 

adAirings 

~ viewedij 
)=1 

36 
effect based on a least squares or alternative mathematical 
model to determine best fit with results (i,e" to explain a 
maximum percentage of variance), Example lag times 
between advertising and buying include: weekly (food/bev
erage), monthly (cleaning supplies), seasonally (clothing), 
and, annually/multi-yearly (automobiles), 

The household rating index can be calculated by calculat
ing the rating for the target group selected with the demo
graphic, consumer-specific, and geographic input data; and 

10 then calculating the rating for the total group (selected with 
only the geographic input), The household rating index can 
then be calculated by dividing the rating for the target group 
by the rating for the total group and multiplying by 100, 

15 

targetRating 
ratinglndex = d 00 

totalRating 

for householdi is between Y and Z, or equal to Y or Z, or equals 20 

o otherwise, 
wherein targetRating is the rating for the target population, 
using the definition of rating as it appears above; and, total
Rating is the rating for the total population, using the defini
tion of rating as it appears above, A campaign rating index can 
be calculated in a like manner; a campaign rating index rep-

In certain embodiments, users 326 may be able to view 
implications of moving cut-off points using a slider (e,g" by 
moving the slider, the user 326 would be able to see that 
moving the predetennined limit for a "heavy" category des
ignation from 144 ounces per week to 120 ounces per week 
causes the "heavy" category to account for 40% of sales 
dollars versus 33% of sales dollars), 

In generating the reports described herein, analysis of 
matchable clickstream data 702 may be perfonned, including 
identifying DSTBs 106 that were watching a given advertise
ment during a base period; determining the number of times 
that a DSTB 106 user viewed part of or the entire given 
advertisement during a base period and counting each 
instance of an advertisement at most once per DSTB 106 user; 
and, determining what channel, what program, and at what 
time the DSTB 106 user viewed the advertisement during a 
base period, Analysis of purchase data 708 may be performed 

25 resents the percentage of households 102 in the population 
tuned to the row-identified time interval, source, or content 
averaged over the report period, 

Households using television or HUT can be calculated by 
examining the DSTBs 106 that have been selected in accor-

30 dance with the input data and determining how many seconds 
each DSTB 106 was using television during the selected 
period of time, Next, the total amount of time that each DSTB 
106 could have been using television if they continuously 
were watching television can be calculated, HUT is then 

35 calculated as the quotient of these two values, as follows: 

by detennining if a DSTB 106 user increased consumption of 
the advertised brand between a base period and a subsequent 40 

analysis period, If consumption was increased, the amount by 
which the DSTB 106 user increased consumption can be 
calculated, 

~ seconds_tunedHH,daypart 

HUT
da 

art = _H--;H-;:-_-;-___ -;--;-;-;-; 

YP totalSecondsdaypart *numberHH 

Additional statistics that may be calculated by the system 
302 include, for example and without limitation: the percent
age of the population that viewed the advertisement at least 
once over the base period; the number of households 102 that 
viewed advertisement at least once; the average number of 
times that households 102 saw at least part of the advertise
ment; the sum of the ratings achieved by each instance of the 
advertisement over the base period; the cost of the advertise
ment per viewing, given the cost of the advertisement by the 
user; the percentage increase in the spending of the popula
tion that increased their consumption of a given product; the 
percentage ROlon the advertisements aired during the base 
period with respect to spending in the analysis period; and, a 
nonnalized index of the ROI measurement 

wherein seconds_tuned,J is the number of seconds that 
45 householdi was tuned into a channel during daypartj ; HH is 

the households 102 in the designated population; numberHH 
is the number of households 102 in the designated population; 
and, totalSeconds is the total number of seconds that were 
available for viewing to take place (e,g" for the weekday 

50 afternoon daypart (M -F 12-4 PM) the total_secondsdaypart is 
the total number of seconds in that daypart per period), 

Household share can be calculated by calculating the rating 
for a given channel, daypart, and time interval; calculating the 
households using television for a given daypart and time 

55 interval; and share is the quotient of these two values, as 
follows: 

Also, an ROI matched weighting algorithm may be 
executed, wherein the report can be run on an ROI-matched 
subset of an intab sample, with geographic or demographic 60 

weighting applied to cause the weighted sample to reflect 
external data sources, A projection to population algorithm 
may pennit a user 326 to input a number that represents a total 
population, and the system 302 can convert ratings and per
centages into numbers in thousands, for example, A lead-lag 65 

time optimization algorithm may be executed to optimize the 
lead-lag time interval between causal exposure and sales 

ratingcharmel,daypart,timePeriod 
sharechannel,daypart,timePeriod = ---;-;-;~=='-""='-'::..:= 

HUT daypart,timePeriod 

wherein timePeriod is the period of time inputted into the 
report (e,g" a broadcasting day, week, or month); HUT is the 
households using television for the given daypart and time 
period, as defined above; and, rating is the rating for a channel 
during a given daypart and period of time, as defined above, 
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Reach can be calculated by examining the DSTBs 106 that 
have been selected in accordance with the input data and 
determining how many of those DSTBs 106 were tuned to the 
identified time interval, source, or content. Reach can be 
calculated as follows: 

count(HH tuned) 
reach = - .lOa 

totalTargetHH 

wherein HH_tuned is the number of distinct target house
holds 102 that were tuned to a given time interval, source, or 
content; and, totalTargetHH is the number of distinct target 
households 102 that exist in accordance with the input data. 

Cumulative reach or CUME can be calculated by examin
ing the DSTBs 106 that have been selected in accordance with 
the input data and determining how many of those DSTBs 
106 were tuned to the specified chaunel during a given day
part. The minimum tuning daypart parameter may be used as 
a criterion for determining whether a given household 102 
should count towards CUME or not. If the household 102 
tunes into a channel less than the amount specified by mini
mum tuning daypart, then it should not be counted toward 
CUME. CUME can be calculated as follows: 

count(HH tunedChanneD 
CUME= - .lOa 

totalTargetHH 

wherein HH_tunedChannel is the number of distinct target 
households 102 that were tuned to a given channel during a 
given daypart; and, totalTargetHH is the number of distinct 
target households that exist in the selection in accordance 
with the input data. 

As described above, data such as clickstream data can be 
partitioned within the data access tier 306 such that all infor
mation related to a single household 102 is located in a single 
data partition. In order to calculate the reach or reach ratio 
across multiple partitions, both counts (distincCtarget_ 
HH_tuned and total_num_targeCHH) can be summarized for 
every partition and the results divided into each other, as 
follows: 

~ count(distincctargeLHH_tuned), 

targetjeach = ' * 100 2.: totaLnuffi_targeCHH, , 

wherein count(distincCtarget_HH_tuned)s is the count of 
distinct households 102 among the target population tuned at 
least once over a report period (week, month, etc.) to the 
identified time interval, source, or content for partition s; and, 
total_num_targeCHHs is the total number of households 102 
in the target population for partition s. 

In connection with certain reach calculations, the data 
access tier 306 can be configured to be responsible for: choos
ing a sequence of partitions (A, B, C, ... , n) out of all 
duplicate partitions and shards (load balancing); scheduling 
queries (e.g., count( distincCtargeCHH_tuned) and 
total_num_targeCHH); waiting for and collecting responses 
from individual shards; calculating the final result; and, com
municating the final result to a service or module of the 
middle tier 304. 
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Those skilled in the art will appreciate that both of the reach 

and CUME calculations described above can be performed 
for any selected set of target households 102. 

The examples presented herein are intended to illustrate 
potential and specific implementations of the present inven
tion. It can be appreciated that the examples are intended 
primarily for purposes of illustration of the invention for 
those skilled in the art. No particular aspect or aspects of the 
examples are necessarily intended to limit the scope of the 

10 present invention. For example, no particular aspect or 
aspects of the examples of system architectures, table layouts, 
or report formats described herein are necessarily intended to 
limit the scope of the invention. 

It is to be understood that the figures and descriptions of the 
15 present invention have been simplified to illustrate elements 

that are relevant for a clear understanding of the present 
invention, while eliminating, for purposes of clarity, other 
elements. Those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize, 
however, that these sorts of focused discussions would not 

20 facilitate a better understanding of the present invention, and 
therefore, a more detailed description of such elements is not 
provided herein. 

Any element expressed herein as a means for performing a 
specified function is intended to encompass any way of per-

25 forming that function including, for example, a combination 
of elements that performs that function. Furthermore the 
invention, as may be defined by such means-plus-function 
claims, resides in the fact that the functionalities provided by 
the various recited means are combined and brought together 

30 in a manner as defined by the appended claims. Therefore, 
any means that can provide such functionalities may be con
sidered equivalents to the means shown herein. 

In general, it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the 
art that various embodiments described herein, or compo-

35 nents or parts thereof, may be implemented in many different 
embodiments of software, firmware, and/or hardware, or 
modules thereof. The software code or specialized control 
hardware used to implement some of the present embodi
ments is not limiting of the present invention. For example, 

40 the embodiments described hereinabove may be imple
mented in computer software using any suitable computer 
software language type such as, for example, C, C#, .NET, 
SQL, MySQL, HTML, or C++ using, for example, conven
tional or object-oriented techniques. Such software may be 

45 stored on any type of suitable computer-readable medium or 
media such as, for example, a magnetic or optical storage 
medium. Thus, the operation and behavior of the embodi
ments are described without specific reference to the actual 
software code or specialized hardware components. The 

50 absence of such specific references is feasible because it is 
clearly understood that artisans of ordinary skill would be 
able to design software and control hardware to implement 
the embodiments of the present invention based on the 
description herein with only a reasonable effort and without 

55 undue experimentation. 
In various embodiments, modules or software can be used 

to practice certain aspects of the invention. For example, 
software-as-a-service (SaaS) models or application service 
provider (ASP) models may be employed as software appli-

60 cation delivery models to communicate software applications 
to clients or other users. Such software applications can be 
downloaded through an Internet connection, for example, and 
operated either independently (e.g., downloaded to a laptop 
or desktop computer system) or through a third-party service 

65 provider (e.g., accessed through a third-party web site). 
Moreover, the processes associated with the present 

embodiments may be executed by programmable equipment, 
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such as computers. Software or other sets of instructions that 
may be employed to cause programmable equipment to 
execute the processes may be stored in any storage device, 
such as, for example, a computer system (non-volatile) 
memory, an optical disk, magnetic tape, or magnetic disk. 
Furthennore, some of the processes may be programmed 
when the computer system is manufactured or via a com
puter-readable medium. 

It can also be appreciated that certain process aspects 
described herein may be performed using instructions stored 10 

on a computer-readable memory medium or media that direct 
a computer or computer system to perform process steps. A 
computer-readable medium may include, for example, 
memory devices such as diskettes, compact discs of both 
read-only and read/write varieties, optical disk drives, and 15 

hard disk drives. A computer-readable medium may also 
include memory storage that may be physical, virtual, penna
nent, temporary, semi-pennanent and/or semi-temporary. 

A "propagation medium" may include one or more data 
signals transmitted on one or more carrier waves. Such a 20 

medium may include any of the forms listed above with 
respect to storage devices and may further include, for 
example, a carrier wave modulated, or otherwise manipu
lated, to convey instructions that may be read, demodulated/ 
decoded and executed by a computer. 25 

A "computer" or "computer system" may be, for example, 
a wireless or wire line variety of a microcomputer, minicom
puter, server, mainframe, laptop, personal data assistant 
(PDA), wireless e-mail device (e.g., "BlackBerry" trade-des
ignated devices), phone, smart phone, cellular phone, cable 30 

box, pager, processor, fax machine, scarmer, or any program
mable device configured to transmit and receive data over a 
network. Computer devices disclosed herein may include 
memory for storing certain software applications used in 
obtaining, processing and communicating data. It can be 35 

appreciated that such memory may be internal or external to 
the disclosed embodiments. The memory may also include 
any means for storing software, including a hard disk, an 
optical disk, floppy disk, ROM (read only memory), RAM 
(random access memory), PROM (programmable ROM), 40 

EEPROM (electrically erasable PROM), and other computer
readable media. 

In various embodiments of the present invention disclosed 
herein, a single component may be replaced by multiple 
components, and multiple components may be replaced by a 45 

single component, to perform a given function or functions. 
Except where such substitution would not be operative to 
practice embodiments of the present invention, such substi
tution is within the scope of the present invention. 

While various embodiments of the invention have been 50 

40 
data includes household level data associated with 
multiple consumer households; 

(ii) advertising data associated with delivery of the pro
gram by the program delivery source, wherein col
lecting the advertising data is not dependent on a 
supplemental data collection device, and also wherein 
the collected advertising data includes household 
level data associated with multiple consumer house-
holds; 

(iii) program data associated with the program delivered 
on the program delivery source, wherein collecting 
the program data is not dependent on a supplemental 
data collection device, and also wherein the collected 
program data includes household level data associ
ated with multiple consumer households; and, 

(iv) purchase data from a purchase data source, wherein 
collecting the purchase data is not dependent on a 
supplemental data collection device, and also wherein 
the collected purchase data includes household level 
data associated with multiple consumer households; 

matching at least portions of the collected advertising data, 
the collected clickstream data, the collected purchase 
data, and the collected program data in the advertising 
measurement system at a household data level with a 
centrally located electronic computer processor config
ured for centrally processing data received from the 
program delivery source, the advertising data source, the 
program data source, and the purchase data source, 
wherein the matching further includes: 
(i) grouping the collected data in association with an 

account identifier of each consumer household with
out processing any personally identifiable infonna
tion associated with the consumer household, and 

(ii) matching each account identifier associated with 
each consumer household with other account identi
fiers associated with the same consumer household 
without processing any personally identifiable infor
mation associated with the consumer household; 

storing the matched advertising data, clickstream data, pur-
chase data, and program data in at least one centrally 
located electronic data storage medium operatively 
associated with the computer processor; 

applying at least one cleansing and editing algorithm to the 
matched and stored data; and, 

calculating at least one return on investment metric based 
on the matched and stored data. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving 
clickstream data derived from a program delivery source 
comprising a television set-top box operatively associated 
with a television distribution system. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving 
clickstream data from a program delivery source comprising 
web pages via an Internet connection. 

described herein, it should be apparent, however, that various 
modifications, alterations and adaptations to those embodi
ments may occur to persons skilled in the art with the attain
ment of some or all of the advantages of the present invention. 
The disclosed embodiments are therefore intended to include 
all such modifications, alterations and adaptations without 
departing from the scope and spirit of the present invention as 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein at least a portion of the 
55 advertising data includes advertising campaign infonnation. 

set forth in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method for facilitating analy- 60 

sis of consumer behavior in association with advertising 
exposure or program delivery, the method comprising: 

collecting in an advertising measurement system: 
(i) clickstream data from a program delivery source of a 

consumer, wherein collecting the clickstream data is 65 

not dependent on a supplemental data collection 
device, and also wherein the collected clickstream 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the cleansing and edit
ing algorithm includes a multi-set top box editing algorithm 
for accounting for multiple set-top boxes in the same house
hold. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the cleansing and edit
ing algorithm includes a false positives editing algorithm for 
identifying when a television is not powered and a set-top box 
operatively associated with the television is powered. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the cleansing and edit
ing algorithm includes a demographics weighting algorithm. 

S. The method of claim 1, wherein the cleansing and edit
ing algorithm includes an outage weighting algorithm calcu-
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lated in response to an outage of at least one program delivery 
source in at least one household for applying a weight to data 
collected from in-service households. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the cleansing and edit
ing algorithm includes an algorithm for distinguishing 
between lost data and data derived from repeated changing of 
channels on the program delivery source by the consumer by 
applying a minimum dwell time filter prior to receiving the 
data in the advertising measurement system. 

42 
matching the market touchpoint data with at least a portion 

of the matched advertising data, clickstream data, pur
chase data, and program data. 

23. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving 
supplemental household data from an advertiser in the adver
tising measurement system. 

24. The method of claim 1, further comprising facilitating 
direct data communication between the advertising measure
ment system and a computer system of an advertiser via at 
least one application program interface. 10. The method of claim 1, wherein the cleansing and 10 

editing algorithm includes an intab editing algorithm for 
excluding data collected from at least one household from 
which at least some data has been lost due to a technical 
difficulty experienced by at least one of the program delivery 
source or a program source. 

25. The method of claim 1, wherein the purchase data is 
associated with product purchase records of a consumer held 
by at least one of a manufacturer, a distributor, or a retailer. 

26. The method of claim 1, wherein the purchase data is 
15 associated with product purchase records of a discount card 

associated with the consumer. 11. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving 
data in the advertising measurement system from at least one 
external application or data source. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the received data 
includes demographics data. 

13. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating 
a reach frequency report in the advertising measurement sys
tem. 

14. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating 

20 

27. The method of claim 1, wherein the purchase data is 
associated with product warranty card completed by the con
sumer. 

28. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating 
a true target index report in the advertising measurement 
system. 

an advertising/media exposure report in the advertising mea- 25 

surement system. 

29. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating 
a return on investment report in the advertising measurement 
system. 

30. The method of claim 1, further comprising calculating 
a cost of an advertisement per viewing. 15. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating 

an audience retention report in the advertising measurement 
system. 

16. The method of claim 1, further comprising calculating 30 

a stayed away metric in response to at least the clickstream 
data. 

31. The method of claim 1, further comprising calculating 
a percentage increase in spending of households increasing 
consumption of a given product. 

32. The method of claim 1, further comprising calculating 
the return on investment metric in response to one or more 
advertisements aired during a base period with respect to 
spending by the consumer in an analysis period. 

17. The method of claim 1, further comprising calculating 
a stay away metric in response to at least the clickstream data. 

18. The method of claim 1, further comprising calculating 35 

a no-play metric in response to at least the clickstream data. 
33. The method of claim 32, further comprising using at 

least a portion of the collected data to drive at least one 
addressable commercial to the household in response to the 
calculated return on investment metric. 

19. The method of claim 1, further comprising calculating 
a partial play metric in response to at least the clickstream 
data. 

20. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
receiving market touchpoint data and demographic data 

from one or more data suppliers in the advertising mea
surement system, the received data being grouped by 
one or more account numbers associated with a house
hold of a consumer and not including any personally 
identifiable information associated with the household; 

in parallel, facilitating communication of at least the demo
graphic data and the market touchpoint data from the 
data suppliers to a list matcher, the communicated data 
including personally identifiable information associated 
with the household and the account numbers associated 
with the household and excluding the market touchpoint 
data and the demographic data; 

34. The method of claim 1, further comprising facilitating 
40 at least one multivariate analysis in connection with the 

matched data to generate a predictive estimate of the contri
bution of each component in the multivariate analysis to a 
sales effect of advertising associated with a brand. 

35. The method of claim 1, wherein collecting the click-
45 stream data further comprises collecting an indication of a 

consumer-initiated change in a program delivered on the pro
gram delivery source. 

36. A computer system for facilitating analysis of con
sumer behavior in association with advertising exposure or 

50 program delivery, the system comprising: 
an advertising measurement system including a centrally 

located electronic computer processor configured for: 

receiving a thesaurus from the list matcher, wherein the 
thesaurus relates each account number of the household 55 

(i) collecting clickstream data from a program delivery 
source of a consumer, wherein collecting the click
stream data is not dependent on a supplemental data 
collection device, and also wherein the collected click-to other account numbers associated with the same 

household; and, 
using the thesaurus to match data received from the data 

suppliers for associating data relating to the household 
to records for the household in the advertising measure- 60 

ment system. 
21. The method of claim 1, further comprising using at 

least a portion of the matched data to drive at least one 
addressable commercial to the household. 

22. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
receiving market touchpoint data in the advertising mea

surement system; and, 

65 

stream data includes household level data associated 
with multiple consumer households; 

(ii) collecting advertising data associated with delivery of 
the program by the program delivery source, wherein 
collecting the advertising data is not dependent on a 
supplemental data collection device, and also wherein 
the collected advertising data includes household level 
data associated with multiple consumer households; 

(iii) collecting program data associated with the program 
delivered on the program delivery source, wherein col
lecting the program data is not dependent on a supple-
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mental data collection device, and also wherein the col
lected program data includes household level data 
associated with multiple consumer households; 

(iv) collecting purchase data from a purchase data source, 
wherein collecting the purchase data is not dependent on 
a supplemental data collection device, and also wherein 
the collected purchase data includes household level 
data associated with multiple consumer households; 

(v) matching at least portions of the collected advertising 
data, the collected clickstream data, the collected pur- 10 

chase data, and the collected program data at a house
hold data level, wherein the matching further includes: 
(a) grouping the collected data in association with an 

account identifier of each consumer household with-
out processing any personally identifiable informa- 15 

tion associated with the consumer household, and 

44 
which at least some data has been lost due to a technical 
difficulty experienced by at least one of the program delivery 
source or a program source. 

46. The system of claim 36, further comprising the adver
tising measurement system being configured to receive data 
from at least one external application or data source. 

47. The system of claim 46, wherein the received data 
includes demographics data. 

48. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 
configured to generate a reach frequency report in the adver
tising measurement system. 

49. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 
configured to generate an advertising/media exposure report 
in the advertising measurement system. 

50. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 
configured to generate an audience retention report in the 
advertising measurement system. (b) matching each account identifier associated with 

each consumer household with other account identi
fiers associated with the same consumer household 
without processing any personally identifiable infor
mation associated with the consumer household; 

51. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 
configured to calculate a stayed away metric in response to at 

20 least the clickstream data. 
52. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 

configured to calculate a stay away metric in response to at 
least the clickstream data. 

at least one centrally located electronic data storage 
medium operatively associated with the computer pro
cessor, the data storage medium configured for storing 
the matched advertising data, clickstream data, purchase 
data, and program data; 

a module programmed for applying at least one cleansing 
and editing algorithm to the matched and stored data; 
and, 

53. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 
25 configured to calculate a no-play metric in response to at least 

the clickstream data. 

a module programmed for calculating at least one return on 30 

investment metric based on the matched and stored data. 
37. The system of claim 36, further comprising a data 

ingestion utility configured to receive clickstream data 
derived from a program delivery source comprising a televi
sion set-top box operatively associated with a television dis- 35 

tribution system of the consumer. 
38. The system of claim 36, further comprising a data 

ingestion utility configured to receive clickstream data 
derived from a program delivery source comprising web 
pages via an Internet connection. 

39. The system of claim 36, wherein at least a portion of the 
advertising data includes advertising campaign information. 

40 

40. The system of claim 26, wherein the cleansing and 
editing algorithm includes a multi-set top box editing algo
rithm for accounting for multiple set-top boxes in the same 45 

household. 
41. The system of claim 36, wherein the cleansing and 

editing algorithm includes a false positives editing algorithm 
for identifying when a television is not powered and a set-top 
box operatively associated with the television is powered. 

42. The system of claim 36, wherein the cleansing and 
editing algorithm includes a demographics weighting algo
rithm. 

50 

43. The system of claim 36, wherein the cleansing and 
editing algorithm includes an outage weighting algorithm 55 

calculated in response to an outage of at least one program 
delivery source in at least one household for applying a 
weight to data collected from in-service households. 

44. The system of claim 36, wherein the cleansing and 
editing algorithm includes an algorithm for distinguishing 60 

between lost data and data derived from repeated changing of 
channels on the program delivery source by the consumer by 
applying a minimum dwell time filter prior to receiving the 
data in the advertising measurement system. 

45. The system of claim 36, wherein the cleansing and 65 

editing algorithm includes an intab editing algorithm for 
excluding data collected from at least one household from 

54. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 
configured to calculate a partial play metric in response to at 
least the clickstream data. 

55. The system of claim 36, further comprising: 
the advertising measurement system being configured to 

receive market touchpoint data and demographic data 
from one or more data suppliers, the received data being 
grouped by one or more account numbers associated 
with a household of a consumer and not including any 
personally identifiable information associated with the 
household; 

a module configured to facilitate parallel communication 
of at least the demographic data and the market touch
point data from the data suppliers to a list matcher, the 
communicated data including personally identifiable 
information associated with the household and the 
account numbers associated with the household and 
excluding the market touchpoint data and the demo
graphic data; 

a module configured to receive a thesaurus from the list 
matcher, wherein the thesaurus relates each account 
number of the household to other account numbers asso
ciated with the same household; and, 

a module configured to use the thesaurus to match data 
received from the data suppliers for associating data 
relating to the household to records for the household in 
the advertising measurement system. 

56. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 
configured to use at least a portion of the matched data to drive 
at least one addressable commercial to the household. 

57. The system of claim 36, further comprising: 
a module configured to receive market touchpoint data in 

the advertising measurement system; and, 
the processor further configured to match the market 

touchpoint data with at least a portion of the matched 
advertising data, clickstream data, purchase data, and 
program data. 

58. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 
configured for receiving supplemental household data from 
an advertiser in the advertising measurement system. 
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59. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 
configured for facilitating direct data communication 
between the advertising measurement system and a computer 
system of an advertiser via at least one application program 
interface. 

60. The system of claim 36, wherein the purchase data is 
associated with product purchase records of a consumer held 
by at least one of a manufacturer, a distributor, or a retailer. 

61. The system of claim 36, wherein the purchase data is 
associated with product purchase records of a discount card 10 

associated with the consumer. 
62. The system of claim 36, wherein the purchase data is 

associated with product warranty card completed by the con
sumer. 

63. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 15 

configured for generating a true target index report in the 
advertising measurement system. 

64. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 
configured for generating a return on investment report in the 
advertising measurement system. 

65. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 
configured for calculating a cost of an advertisement per 
viewing. 

20 

66. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 
configured for calculating a percentage increase in spending 25 

of households increasing consumption of a given product. 
67. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 

configured for calculating the return on investment metric in 
response to one or more advertisements aired during a base 
period with respect to spending by the consumer in an analy- 30 

sis period. 

46 
dependent on a supplemental data collection device, and 
also wherein the collected purchase data includes house
hold level data associated with multiple consumer 
households; 

instructions for matching at least portions of the collected 
advertising data, the collected clickstream data; the col
lected purchase data, and the collected program data at a 
household data level with a centrally located electronic 
computer processor configured for centrally processing 
data received from the program delivery source, the 
advertising data source, the program data source, and the 
purchase data source, wherein the matching instructions 
further include: 
(i) instructions for grouping the collected data in asso

ciation with an account identifier of each consumer 
household without processing any personally identi
fiable information associated with the consumer 
household, and 

(ii) instructions for matching each account identifier 
associated with each consumer household with other 
account identifiers associated with the same con
sumer household without processing any personally 
identifiable information associated with the consumer 
household; 

instructions for storing the matched advertising data, click
stream data, purchase data, and program data in at least 
one centrally located electronic data storage medium 
operatively associated with the computer processor; 

instructions for applying at least one cleansing and editing 
algorithm to the matched and stored data; and, 

instructions for calculating at least one return on invest
ment metric based on the matched and stored data. 68. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 

configured for using at least a portion of the collected data, to 
drive at least one addressable commercial to the household in 
response to the calculated return on investment metric. 

71. A computer-implemented method for facilitating 
analysis of consumer behavior in association with advertising 

35 exposure or program delivery, the method comprising: 
collecting in an advertising measurement system: 69. The system of claim 36, further comprising a module 

configured for facilitating at least one multivariate analysis in 
connection with the matched data to generate a predictive 
estimate of the contribution of each component in the multi
variate analysis to a sales effect of advertising associated with 40 

a brand. 
70. A non-transitory computer-readable memory storage 

device including instructions for directing a computer system 
to execute a method for facilitating analysis of consumer 
behavior in association with advertising exposure or program 45 

delivery, the device comprising: 
instructions for collecting clickstream data from a program 

delivery source of a consumer, wherein collecting the 
clickstream data is not dependent on a supplemental data 
collection device, and also wherein the collected click- 50 

stream data includes household level data associated 
with multiple consumer households; 

instructions for collecting advertising data associated with 
delivery of the program by the program delivery source, 
wherein collecting the advertising data is not dependent 55 

on a supplemental data collection device, and also 
wherein the collected advertising data includes house
hold level data associated with multiple consumer 
households; 

instructions for collecting program data associated with the 60 

program delivered on the program delivery source, 
wherein collecting the program data is not dependent on 
a supplemental data collection device, and also wherein 
the collected program data includes household level data 
associated with multiple consumer households; and, 65 

instructions for collecting purchase data from a purchase 
data source, wherein collecting the purchase data is not 

(i) clickstream data from a program delivery source of a 
consumer, wherein collecting the clickstream data is 
not dependent on a supplemental data collection 
device, and also wherein the collected clickstream 
data includes household level data associated with 
multiple consumer households; 

(ii) advertising data associated with delivery of the pro
gram by the program delivery source, wherein col
lecting the advertising data is not dependent on a 
supplemental data collection device, and also wherein 
the collected advertising data includes household 
level data associated with multiple consumer house
holds; 

(iii) program data associated with the program delivered 
on the program delivery source, wherein collecting 
the program data is not dependent on a supplemental 
data collection device, and also wherein the collected 
program data includes household level data associ
ated with multiple consumer households; and, 

(iv) purchase data from a purchase data source, wherein 
collecting the purchase data is not dependent on a 
supplemental data collection device, and also wherein 
the collected purchase data includes household level 
data associated with multiple consumer households; 

matching at least portions of the collected advertising data, 
the collected clickstream data, the collected purchase 
data, and the collected program data in the advertising 
measurement system at a household data level with a 
centrally located electronic computer processor config
ured for centrally processing data received from the 
program delivery source, the advertising data source, the 
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program data source, and the purchase data source, 
wherein the matching further includes: 
(i) grouping the collected data in association with an 

account identifier of each consumer household with
out processing any personally identifiable informa
tion associated with the consumer household, and 

(ii) matching each account identifier associated with 
each consumer household with other account identi
fiers associated with the same consumer household 
without processing any personally identifiable infor- 10 

mation associated with the consumer household; 

48 
storing the matched advertising data, clickstream data, pur

chase data, and program data in at least one centrally 
located electronic data storage medium operatively 
associated with the computer processor; 

applying at least one cleansing and editing algorithm to the 
matched and stored data; and, 

calculating at least one true target index metric based on the 
matched and stored data. 

* * * * * 


